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PREFACE 

The bedrock of Finland , which is mainly 
Precambrian in age , is on average covered by 
some 7 metres of Quaternary sediments, such 
that only 3 % of the surface area is exposured. 

international viewpoint, it was natural to com
mence with a pilot study more thorough than 
usual. These publications were colJected from 
the results of the pilot study , processing the 

Because tiIJ , the most abundant material in the data , and their practical applications. The 
overburden, was derived from bedrock it gen
eraIJy corresponds compositionally to bed
rock , though because of mixing and transport, 
till analysis only provides an overalJ view. On 
the other hand , the degree of exposure makes 
representative sampling of bedrock areal 
challenge. 

A rock geochemistry research program was 
established in 1991 by the geochemistry de
partment of Geological Survey of Finland. 
The final decision to start the research pro
gram was preceded by intensive discussions 
on the need, on the content, and on the meth
ods of the program throughout most of the 
whole 1980 ' s. Essential support to the pro
gram was given by Prof. G. Govett in his 
reports in 1986 and 1988, when he was eval
uating the scientific achievements and role of 
the geochemistry department. The rock geo
chemistry program started and took shape 
rapidly following his second evaluation re
port. Raimo Lahtinen made the first prelimi
nary project proposal in 1988, and a working 
group consisting of Pekka Lestinen (chair
man) , R. Lahtinen and Esko Korkiakoski was 
established in the department in order to pre
pare a plan for the whole research program. 
Their pro pos al was finalized already by the 
end of 1988 . The essential content of this 
proposal was a pilot study project for the 
years 1989- 1990. Because this kind of re
search program was quite unique even from an 

research program began very soon after the 
results of pilot study were available, and the 
field work phase of the research program has 
already been completed. 

The main emphasis of the pilot phase was to 
study the representativeness of sampling, se
lecting the correct sampling grid, determining 
the amount of sampIes needed, and selecting 
the analytical methods. All these more or less 
technical aspects were reported in an internal 
report in 1991. 

One of the main principles of the rock ge
ochemistry research program has been the use 
of the most modern analytical techniques , 
wh ich make possible, in addition to ordinary 
major element analysis the obtaining of high 
quality data for minor and trace elements. In 
addition to geochemical data , petrophysical 
parameters of the sampIes are determined . 
The public domain data bank covering the 
whole country, which will be available on 
completion of the program, thus offers an 
exceptionally broad and high quality source 
of data for application and interpretation in 
bedrock geochemistry studies. 

The aim of the rock research program was 
determined ' to collect geochemical data con
centrated in trace elements from the area of 
the whole country , to produce background 
data for interpretations of regional till geo
chemistry data, to classify the rock types, and 
to clarify the metallogeny of the bedrock. 
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Geochemical changes pertaining to the crustal quality in drilled wells . The final results of 
evolution will be studied, too ' . the research program are planned to be pub-

These issues of the GSF Bulletin are con- lished as soon as pos s ible for the benefit not 
cerned with application of the data and pro- only of researchers in Finland but also in oth-
vide examples of potential ways of using the er countries interested in problems of Archae-
data. Recently it has also been realized that an and Proterozoic bedrock as weil as for 
the data are valuable in other quite unforeseen those studing regional health and environmen-
applications, suc h as in evaluation of water tal problem s. 

Espoo 19 .11 .1996 Reijo Salminen 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Geological Survey of Finland (GSF) 
has been carrying out airborne geophysical 
surveys since 1951 . The high-a ltitude survey 
of the whole country carried out at a f1ying 
height of 150 m and with a track separation of 
400 m was completed in 1972. The low-alti
tude programme, with a f1ying height of 30-
40 m and track separation of 200 m, was be
gun in the same year. The coverage of the 
1atter is now over 75 % of the Finnish main
land . The airborne geophysical programmes 
are intended to support mineral exploration 
and geological mapping . Because most of the 
Finnish bedrock is covered by overburden, 
aeromagnetic information is essentia l to draw 
conc lu sions about the extent of geological 
formations and to interpret the structural and 
metamorphic history . The magnetic properties 
of the rocks have been measured since the 
1950s to facilitate interpretation of the maps , 
and the data are stored in a petrophysical reg
ister at the GSF (Puranen et al. 1978) . A 
petrophysical mapping programme covering 
the whole of Finland with density and magnet
ic measurements of rock sampies was carried 
out between 1980 and 1992 (Korhonen et al. 
1993). The petrophysical data are used to 
assign phy s ical properties to source bodies , to 
correlate rock types and formations and to 
assist genetic interpretations. 

The Tampere-Hämeenlinna study area lies 
entirely within the Palaeoproterozoic Sve
cofennian domain of central Finland and is 
geophysically characterized by a regional 
magnetic low (minimum, -250 nT of DGRF-
65 total field anomaly) in the middle , bor
dered by regional highs to the north (maxi
mum , 350 nT) and south (maximum , 400 nT). 

Averaging was done in 20x20 km cells. The 
central part , especially its southern and north
ern ends , exhibits good electrical conductance 
(> I S), ·whereas the southern and northern 
parts of the area do not (Fig. I a). The maxi
mum Bouguer anomalies are +2 mGal , -12 
mGal and -22 mGa1 for the southern, central 
and northern parts respectively. The cent ral 
part is di stinguished from the northern and 
southern parts by sharp gravity low s (Fig. I b). 

Two volcanic-bearing sc hist belts cut 
through the area : the Tampere Schist Belt 
(TSB) in the north and the Hämeenlinna 
Schist Belt (HSB) in the south (Fig . 2a). The 
TSB changes to a granitoid-dominated area in 
the north (NTSB), which is the southern part 
of the Centra l Finland Granitoid Complex 
(CFGC). In the eastern part of the NTSB lies 
the small Hirsi1ä Schist Belt (HiSB). The 
NTSB coincides with the regional magnetic 
high in the north . Between the TSB and HSB 
lies the Mica g nei ss-migmatite Belt (MB), 
coinciding with the regional magnetic low and 
conducting area. The HSB exhibits locally 
strong aeromagnetic anomalies. The so uthern
most part of the Microcline granite Complex 
(MC) , which contains migmatitic supracrustal 
rocks, coincides with a regional aeromagnetic 
maximum . More detailed description s of the 
geo logy and geoc hemistry of the study a rea 
with interpretations for the origin of rocks and 
crustal evolution of the area can be found in 
Lahtinen (1996). 

In this s tudy , we compare the geochemica1 
and petrophysical data of 403 bedrock sa mpies 
(set A) as a means of correJating the mineral
ogy and chemical composition with the petro
physic a l properties of rocks. Lahtinen 's c1as-
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s if ica ti o n ( 1996) o f rock types into di ffe rent 
g roup s has been adopted. Th e pe tro ph ys ical 
reg is te r of the GSF no rm a ll y conta in s dat a for 
o ne to three sa mpIe s fro m o ne o utc rop . T o 
s tud y the we ll-known feature th at roc ks o f the 
same type may exhibit susce ptibiliti es o f dif
fe re nt o rd er of magnitude even whe n located 

nea rby , twe nty sa mpI e pa irs (se t B) w ith low 

a nd hi gh mag ne ti c suscepti bi I i ti es we re se
lec ted f ro m th e reg is ter a nd exa min ed , to 
de te rmine whe the r the di ve rge nce mi g ht be 

ex pl a ined by di ffe re nces in c hemi ca l co mpo

si tion o r the nature of th e opaqu e min era ls. 
Th e tempe rature spec trum (i .e. te mpe rature 

de pe nde nce) of th e susceptibility was meas 
u red , and pa ra mag ne ti c susce pti bi I i t ies we re 
ca lculated by C uri e's la w fo r se lec ted (fro m 
set A) para mag neti c sa mpi es (24 , se t C) by 

ap pl y in g the me thod of Hrouda ( 1994). Th e 

area l diffe re nces and the causes of the reg io n

a l a no ma li es are di scussed . 

METHODS AND DEFINITIONS 

Th e 403 sa mpI es desc ribed as set A, eac h 

cons is tin g of fo ur s ub sa mpI es, we re take n 
fr o m the sa me lith o log ica l unit in a s in g le 

o utc ro p acco rdin g to the sa mp lin g s tra tegy 
desc ribed by Lahtine n ( 1996). Sa mplin g was 
do ne w ith a po rta bl e mini -drill w ith a d ia

mo nd bi t, o r occas io na ll y a large s ledge ha m
mer was used in stead . Th e v is ibl y wea the red 
to p of drill co res (usuall y 2- 10 mm ) was re 
moved . Mos t of th e c he mi ca l a na lyses we re 
do ne in the c he mi cal laborato ri es of the GSF 

at Espoo a nd Rovani e mi , w ith so me trace e l
e me nts meas ured a t th e Tec hni ca l Resea rc h 
Centre of F inl a nd a nd th e X RAL la bo ra to ri es 
in Ca nada. Deta il ed desc ri pt io ns of the a na
Iyti ca l me th ods a nd the p rec is io n a nd acc ura
cy of the determin at io ns ca n be fo un d in Sa nd

s trö m ( 1996). 
Th e petrop hys ica l pro pe rti es (a ll sets) we re 

meas ured in th e GSF Pe troph ys ica l Labo ra to

ry a t Es poo. Th e equipm e nt has bee n de
scr ibed by Purane n ( 1989). Roc k bul k de nsi
t i es we re de te rmin ed by we ig hin g the sa mp ies 
in a ir a nd water. Th e sta nda rd e rror of re pea t
ed de ns ity de te rmin a tio ns was less tha n 2 kgl 

m). T he po ros it y of crys ta llin e roc ks may 

crea te a sys te mati c e rro r, wh ic h is no rm a ll y 
be low 1% , ho wever (He nk e l 1976 , Ki ve käs 
1993). Th e susceptibi I i ty data we re measured 

with a susceptibility brid ge K-3 A (Purane n & 

Pura ne n, 1977), w ith standard e rro rs of re
pea ted measure me nts a bout 10.9 m )/k g (2 .5-

3· 10-6 SI) fo r weakl y mag ne ti c sa mpI es a nd 

a bout 2 % for stro ng ly mag ne ti c sa mpI es 
(Pu ra ne n 1989). Th e inte ns it y of natura l re
ma ne nt mag neti za ti o n (NRM) was measured 

by R2 equipm e nt (Pura ne n & Sul ka ne n, 1985) 
w ith re m ane nce e rro r less th a n 10 % fo r ave r

age sampi e we ight s of 500 g. The thres hold 
va l ue i s 20 · 10.6 A m 2/ k g , co rres po nd i ng to 
va lu es o f 50- 60 mAlm for vo lum e mag ne ti za
ti o n of ave rage F inni s h rock de ns it ies. 

T he pe tro ph ys ica l pro pe rti es of th e se t A 
roc ks are ca lc ul a ted averages of two to s ix 

meas ure me nts made o n the fo ur subsa mpI es of 
the sa me lith o log ica l unit. For a bo ut 130 sa m
pI es , whe re s ubsa mpi e we ig hts were fro m 100 

to 500 g , fo ur to s ix meas ure me nts we re made 
o n th e g ro up of s ubsa mpi es . The o the r, a p
pro xim ate ly 270 sampIes, with subsa mpi e 
weights o f o nl y 50 to 100 g, were firs t c hec ked 
with a mag ne to me te r fo r the ir pe tro ph ys ica l 
properti es a nd if o ne o r more of the s ubsa m
pi es s howed fe rrim ag ne ti c effects a ll fo ur 
subsampI es we re meas ured . Othe rw ise , o nl y 

two subsa mpi es we re meas ured . Since th e 
sa m pI e we ig hts o f th e 27 0 sa mpI es we re 
s ma ll e r th an no rmally used , th e meas ure me nt 
e rro rs were large r th a n noted abo ve. Ho we ve r , 

a verag in g of the re s ults from severa l s ubsam -
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pies improved the reli ability of the results. 
The heterogeneou s nature of the m igmatites 
produces wide variation between subsampies, 
and a heterogeneous distribution of magnetite 
likewise is the probable cause of the variation 
of magnetic properties in coarse-grained gran
itoid s. 

The parameters we measured were bulk den
sity (0 ) , volume susceptibility (k) and intensity 
of NRM (M ), and from these we calculated 
mas s susceptibility (X) and the Q-ratio. To 
estimate the ferrimagnetic contribution in 
sa mpies belonging to a typical paramagnetic 
range , mass susceptibilities were divided into 
paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic components 
and the ferrimagnetic Q-ratio was calculated . 
Curie ' s law and chemically determined iron 
(ass uming that all iron is ferric , Fe 3+) and 
manganese contents were used to calculate the 
chemically estimated paramagnetic mass sus
ceptibility (Vernon 1961 , Puranen 1989) , which 
was further converted to chemically estimated 
paramagnetic volume susceptibility (k

pc
)' The 

k
pc 

value is normally slightly overestimated 
and gives the maximum value . The estimated 
ferrimagnetic susceptibility (k

f
) was calculat

ed by subtracting the k
pc 

value from the meas
ured volume susceptibility. Oiamagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic effects were neglected . 
Some calculated k

fc 
values appeared to be 

negative due to estimation errors and were set 
to zero in Tables 2-3 and to 3 IlSI (010.6 SI) 
in logarithmic susceptibility diagrams (Figs. 
5 , 8, 11 and 14). The amount of overestima
tion of k

pc 
is about 50-120 IlSI in cases where 

the actual oxidation state is +2 and the dia
magnetic minerals have interpreted values 
from -20 to -50 IlSI for the whole sam pIe. 
This maximum overestimation corresponds to 
c. 0.3 weight per cent of iron in silicates or to 
c. 0 .003 weight per cent of magnetite. 

Magnetically , Finnish Precambrian rocks 
are bi modal dividing into weakly and strongly 
magnetic populations called paramagnetic and 
ferrimagnetic by Puranen (1989) . The popula
tions are separated in such a way that the 

param ag netic population is defined by the lin
ear part of the ave rage density-mass s uscep
tibility diagrams. The boundary value varies 
from 22 to 52 10'8 m3/kg (X) for the different 
rock type s and the relative abundance of the 
ferrimagnetic (s trongly magnetic) population 
varies from 0.17 to 0.41 (F). The majority of 
magnetic anomalies visible on aeromagnetic 
maps are due to the strongly magnetic popu
lation (fe rrimag netic population ). The weakly 
magnetic population (paramagnetic popula
tion ) normally causes magnetic fields less 
than 50nT, but ferrimagnetic minerals are also 
present in this population and may cause high
er intensitie s occasionally. 

In this paper we define paramagnetic pop
ulation differently , on a sampIe level. We say 
that a sampie belongs to the paramagnetic 
population if its paramagnetic magnetization is 
greater than ferrimagnetic magnetization , and 
vice versa for sam pIes belonging to the fer
rimagnetic population . In this definition there 
is no single susceptibility value delimiting the 
populations . The definition is intended to serve 
magnetic anomaly interpretation. This division 
between populations depends on external field 
and temperature . If the former vani shes , prac
tically all sampIes fall into the ferrimagnetic 
population . If the temperature exceeds the 
Curie temperature of all ferrimagnetic miner
als in the sampIe, it falls into the paramagnet
ic population. The definition is independent 
of how weil the weakly and strongly magnetic 
populations separate from each other in pa
rameter space in different areas and rock 
types. However , there still remains a problem 
in terminology : since it contains a ferrimag
netic component of magnetization , although 
smaller in intensity than the paramagnetic com
ponent , a sampIe belonging to the paramagnetic 
population is not truely paramagnetic. 

Twenty-four sampIes of the paramagnetic 
population (set C) were selected for more 
detailed study of the different components of 
magnetization. The selection was made by 
comparing the k

pc 
(see above) with the meas-

... 
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ured volume susceptibilities. Apart of the 
stored drill cores were crushed with a ceramic 
jaw crusher and three quarters of the crushed 
portion was ground in a swing miJl in a tung
sten carbide grinding vessel. Magnetic sus
ceptibility did not change during crushing, but 
during grinding it increased by about 50 ~SI 
on average, probably due to cobalt since Co 
contamination up to 80 ppm was observed in 
the chemical analysis. The resultant powder 
was analysed for Fe'OI and Mn by ICP-AES , 
and for ferrous iron by titrimetric method . 
The remaining crushed portion (one quarter) 
was further ground in an agate mill and used 
for Curie-spectrum measurements by KL Y-2 
bridge and CS-2 robot. The Curmage program 
was used to control the measurements. SampIe 
weight was 500 mg and preparate tubes were 
cleaned with hydrochloric acid between meas
urements. The calibration standard and the 
oven level up to 200°C were measured before 
measurement of the sampIe. The oven level 
was subtracted from the measured spectrum 
by the Cureval program , which also was used 
for calculations of thermally estimated para
magnetic mass susceptibilities according to 
the method of Hrouda (1994). The composite 
effect of ferrimagnetic and diamagnetic sus
ceptibilities was calculated using bulk mass 

susceptibility and thermaJly estimated para
magnetic mass susceptibility reduced to room 
temperature. The thermally estimated fer
rimagnetic mass susceptibility was further 
calculated by subtracting the effect of dia
magnetic mass susceptibility obtained from a 
linear model of the density coupled diamag
netic susceptibilities of quartz and forsterite. 

Definitions of the terms we employ are as 
foJlows : 

- chemically estimated paramagnetic sus
ceptibility (kpc' see above) 

- chemically estimated ferrimagnetic sus
ceptibility (k rc=k-kp) 

- chemicaJly estimated ferrimagnetic Q-ra
tio (Qrc=M/(0.041 x k r) ); for average Finnish 
field strength 

- paramagnetic sam pie (krc" 0) 
- ferri magnetic sampIe (krc>O) 
- paramagnetic population (kr," kp) 
- ferrimagnetic population (krc>k

pc
) 

- thermally estimated paramagnetic mass 
susceptibility (Xp,) 

- thermally esti mated ferri magnetic mas s 
susceptibility (X

fI
, see above) 

- mass susceptibility corrected for para
magnetic Mn (X

Fe
) 

CORRELA TIONS BETWEEN PETROPHYSICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES 

Sedimentary rocks 

The geochemical division of the sedimenta
ry rocks into eight groups (SO I-S 08) as de
scribed by Lahtinen (1996) is adopted in this 
study . Within these groups two main divisions 
are distinguished: arc-related (SO I) and base
ment-related (S03-S07) sedimentary rocks . 
The arc-related rocks are characterized by 
wide geochemical variation with a low degree 
of weathering in the source (low CIA values, 

Nesbitt & Young 1982), and the chemical 
composition is comparable to some extent 
with arc volcanics. 

The basement-related sedimentary rocks 
(S03-S07) are derived from a more homog
enized, weathered and mixed Archaean to Pal
aeoproterozoic source, with the groups show
ing gradational compositional change in the 
source area . The grain-size sorting of ferro-
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magnesian minerals is a significant factor 
controlling the differences in composition 
(Lahtinen 1996) . Groups SG3-SG4 include 
psammitic greywackes and mica gneisses, 
with SG4 representing a slightly more mafic 
source. SG5 sampies are concentrated in the 
MB and appear to be of more silty to pelitic 
origin (now mainly migmatites) than the SG4. 
A more mafic source is indicated for at least 
some of the SG5 sampies. Amounts of chem
ical and possibly also organic sedimentation 
are higher, which leads to lower Si0

2 
values 

and higher contents of sulphide-related ele
ments. SG6-SG7 are pelitic rocks (often 
migmatites) with SG6 having the more mafic 
source. Black schists are considered as a sub
group of pelites, as are the high-grade SG7 
migmatites from the Me. The latter are mi gm
atites with granitic leucosomes , which differ 
from the predominantly tonalitic migmatites 
in the MB. The SG2 group comprises five 
sa mpies with indications of a more mafic 
source than the other groups (excluding so me 
SG I sampies), and SG8 comprises four mafic 
greywackes not directly related to any of the 
other groups (ibid.). These two groups have 
been excluded from the section sedimentary 
rocks in Table 3. 

Differences in density are normally due to 
differences in the amount of ferromagnesian 
minerals. The most abundant ferromagnesian 
mineral in the sedimentary sa mpies is biotite, 
which varies widely in density from 2700 to 
3300 kg/m 3, with normal variation from 2860 
to 3150 kg/m 3 (Deer et al. 1962b) . The most 
abundant light minerals are quartz and plagi
oclase (normally oligoclase). The average 
densi ties of 3000 kg/m 3 for biotite and 2650 
kg/m 3 for both quartz and plagioclase (An 18) , 
as approximated from Deer et al. (1962b, 
1963b), have been used to construct a mixing 
line (Fig. 3). Since in reality the density of 
biotite varies, the line represents only one 
possible mixing line . Like biotite, also chlo
rite varies in density. The occurrence of K
feldspar lowers the density and puts such sam-

pies below the mixing line. The increase of an 
anorthite component in plagioclase and the 
occurrence of hornblende, on the other hand, 
push the sampies to higher density values. 
The same effect is produced by metamorphic 
minerals such as garnet, sillimanite, anda
lusite and muscovite, but cordierite is of low
er density , and cordierite is the other main 
mineral besides K-feldspar lowering the den
sity in metasedimentary rocks (Fig. 3). Un
fortunately, varying metamorphic conditions 
produce a highly complex mineralogy in some 
rock s, pelites in particular. Andalusite and 
muscovite are often found in amphibolite facies 
pelites, but abundant K-feldspar and silliman
ite characterize pelites of a higher metamor
phic grade. The heterogeneity of migmatites 
produces scatter (Fig. 3), especially where 
only two subsampies were measured. 
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Fig. 3. DM versus FeO+MnO+MgO diagram for sedimentary 
rocks in the Tampere-Hämeenlinna area. Data from this study. 
DM is the measured bulk density (0) corrected with the average 
porosity (lO kg/m3, Kivekäs 1993). The density of minerals 
from Deer et al. (l962a, 1962b, 1963a, 1963b) . Mu - musco
vite, An - anorthite, Q - quartz, Ab - albite, Kf - K-feldspar, 
Bt - biotite, erd - cordierite, Sil- sillimanite, And - andalusite 
and Gar - gamet. Solid line - hypothetical biotite versus 
quartz+plagioclase (An 18) mixing line, dashed line - approx
imated trend for SG 1 sediments and dotted line - approx imated 
trend for major part of SG3 sediments. Asterisks - SG I, open 
diamonds - SG2, filled upright triangles - SG3 and SG4 
sampies from the TSB, open upright triangles - other SG3 and 
SG4 sampies, squares - SGS, crosses - SG6 and SG7 sampies 
(excluding the Me sampies), black circles - SG7 sampies from 
the Me and open inverted triangles - SG8 sampies. 
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The general trend for SG I sampies is shown 
by the dashed line in Fig. 3. The mo st mafic 
sampies contain abundant hornblende , and 
also more anorthite-rich plagioclase than oth
er sampies, which increase the density. The 
occurrence of K-feldspar in turn lowers the 
density when going to more felsic sampies. 
The three sampies deviating to lower densities 
are a sheared rock and two sampies with abun-
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Fig. 4. Volume susceptibility (k) versus FeO+MnO diagram 
(upper figure) for sedimentary rocks in the Tampere-Hämeen
linna area, and mass susceptibility (X

F
) versus Fe diagram 

(lower figure) for sedimentary rocks having k< I 000 ~SI. 
Data from thi s study. X

F
< is mass susceptibility minus the 

contribution from Mn, calculated by the formulas given in 
Puranen ( 1989). See Fig. 3 for symbols . Lower figure: so lid 
line - paramagnetic Fe relation when total Fe as Fe' + and diamag
netic minerals have an average mass susceptibility value of -0.5 
( I 0 ·8 m' fkg), dashed line - same situation but total Feas Fe' + and 
dotted line - similar to solid line, but diamagnetic minerals have an 
average mass susceptibility value of -2 (10 " m' fkg). 

dant K-feldspar. Three SG2 sampies lie above 
the mixing line , two of them containing horn
blende and one abundant gamet with biotite . 

In addition to quartz, plagioclase and bi
otite, the basement-related psammitic grey
wackes and mica gneisses (SG3-SG4) contain 
muscovite locally, a small amount of K-feld
spar and, in some more mafic sampies, gamet. 
The most felsic sa mpie is of increased density 

due to abundant metamorphie labradotitic pla
gioclase. The other felsic sam pies of higher 
density , especially the TSB sampies, contain 
abundant muscovite . 

Higher density SG5 sedimentary rocks have 
slightly higher CIA values (60-65) while low
er density sampies have lower CIA values 
« 60). The high density pelitic sampies (SG6-
SG7) tend to have high CIA values (65-70) 
and lack K-feldspar, while the presence of 
bioti te+muscov i te±andal usi te/si lli man i te±garnet 
increases the density. The lower density sampies in 
SG6-SG7 normally have lower CIA values (60-
65) and at least some of them contain metamor
phie K-feldspar. The four SG7/MC sam pies 
ha ve bioti te, gamet, cordieri te±si 11 i mani te 
and three of the four K-feldspar, which gives 
them slightly lower densities. 

The susceptibility data indicate a predomi
nance of the paramagnetic population (for all 
sedimentary rocks 91 %, Table 3), which is 
considered here first. The mass susceptibility 
versus Fe diagram in Fig . 4 shows a scattered 
relationship between these variables. The 
points deviating to lower values represent 
cases where only two subsampies were meas
ured. One problem with the mass susceptibil
ity (X Fe) versus Fe diagram is the difficulty in 
determining the diamagnetic susceptibilities, 
which means that the diagram cannot be used 
to calculate the exact oxidation ratio . 

The diagrams of intensity of NRM versus 
susceptibility and chemically estimated fer
rimagnetic susceptibility (Fig. 5) show a divi
sion of the high susceptibility sampies into 
two groups, where the sampies with high Q
ratio (9-20) and elevated sulphur contents 
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form the pyrrhotite-bearing group and those

with low Q-ratio (0.2-4) and low sulphur con-

tents the magnetite-bearing group. A notable
feature is that in most cases the elevated sul-
phur contents in the sedimentary rocks are due

to paramagnetic pyrite or antiferromagnetic
pyrrhotite. There are four black schist sam-

ples with about l-2Vo S and I .5-2.0Vo Co,^,.

and three of them contain pyrrhotite, while
one contains only pyrite. Two of the SG I sam-

ples exhibit high susceptibilities, and low S

contents (<70 ppm) and Q-ratios <4, suggest-
ing the presence of magnetite. Both samples

are from the HiSB and probably are derived
from the surrounding volcanics (Lahtinen
1996), which would indicate the primary na-

ture of the magnetite.
The migmatites from the MC are totally

devoid of graphite, which has been interpreted
to be due to loss during migmatization
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Fig. 5. Diagrams of intensity of NRM (M) versus volume susceptibility (k) (upper figure) and chemically estimated ferrimagnetic
susceptibility (kn)(lower figures) for sedimentary rocks in the Tampere-Hämeenlinna area. Data from this study. See Figure 3 for
symbols in uppör and lower left figures. Q-ratios are indicated in upper figure and estimated Q,.-ratios for f'errimagnetic

susceptibilities are indicated in the lower left diagram. Symbols in lower right figure: open squares - samples <200 ppm S, open

diamonds - 200-500 ppm S, open triangles - 500-1000 ppm S, crosses - 1000-10000 ppm S and asterisks - black schists about

l-270 of S and ofCo.",. The line indicates the contribution from0.0l7o to0.la/c ofsulphurcalculated as pyrr[otite with suSceptibility
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(Lahtinen 1996). At the same time, there has

been a depletion of S and some sulphur-relat-
ed elements. The two samples with high sus-

ceptibilities have lower S (<200 ppm) than the

other two samples (250-550 ppm S), but oth-
erwise there are no clear geochemical differ-
ences. The sample having highest susceptibil-
ity (Fig. 5) also has the lowest S value (94

ppm). Its mineralogy of cordierite+biotite+
garnet+sillimanite+K-feldspar is indicative of
near or granulite facies metamorphic condi-
tions. The ferrimagnetic mineral (magnetite)
seems to be concentrated in the cordierite-rich
parts of the sample. A metamorphic origin in
slightly oxidized conditions is proposed for

the magnetite in these two high susceptibility
samples, where the earlier reducing agents,
graphite and sulphides, have been lost during
migmatization.

The intensity of the NRM data (Fig. 5)

shows the occurrence of samples with in-
creased remanence without any clear increase
in susceptibility values. The SG5 sample with
very high remanence demonstrates the irreg-
ular behaviour of the remanence in some cas-

es. There are two subsamples with values
14530 mA/m and 50 mA/m. The latter value
falls within the main scatter of weakly mag-
netic samples.

Volcanic rocks

The division of the volcanic rocks into eight
geochemical groups (VG1-VG8) (Lahtinen
1996) is also adopted here. VGI-VG4 com-
prise mainly mafic rocks of tholeiitic affinity
and VG5-VG7 comprise intermediate to felstc
rocks of calc-alkaline to shoshonitic affinity.

VGI is a composite group of five samples
varying from mid-ocean ridge basalts
(MORB) to within-plate basalts (WPB). Four
of the samples are from the MB and one is

from the Haveri formation in the TSB. Groups
VG2-VG3 represent the rift-related Häme
group (Hakkarainen 1994, Lahtinen 1996) in
the HSB. The VG4 group is composed of three
hypabyssal dykes of alkaline WPB affinity
from the MB. Low-K to medium-K calc-alka-
line rocks, mainly from the HSB, make up

group VG5, and medium-K to high-K calc-
alkaline rocks mainly from the TSB and HiSB
make up VG6. Groups VG5-VG7 are subduc-
tion-related island arc rocks of mature conti-
nental island arc or Active Continental Mar-
gin (ACM) origin (Lahtinen 1996). Two tho-
leiitic dacites make up VG8 and they are ex-
cluded from the volcanic rocks in Table 3.

The density variation of the volcanic sam-
ples is shown in Fig. 6, against theoretical
biotite and hornblende mixing lines. The one

felsic VG6 sample deviating strongly to high-
er density is an altered rock with abundant
muscovite and tourmaline. The felsic samples
lighter than the biotite mixing line contain
biotite as main ferromagnesian mineral, with
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Fig. 6. D,, versus FeO+MnO+MgO diagram of volcanic rocks
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Table 1. Mean values and standard deviations for elements having t-test (SPSS Inc. 1988) probability (0.1 for the VG3 low (6

samples) and high (6 samples) density ttroleiitic volcanic rocks shown as fields in Fig. 6. Bulk densiry (D), susceptibility (k) and

intensity of NMR (M) data are included.

t9

Low density

Mean STD

High density

Mean STD

Pooled

probability

Separate

probabiliry

FeO%

FeO/MgO

MnO%

CaO%

Cu ppm

D kg/m3

k sI.10"

M A/m'103

10.54 0.40

1.61 0.21

0.18 0.00s

9.30 1.09

132.2 61.8

2930.0 2'7.6

18,711 28,083

312.2 388.6

11.50 1.16

2.0s 0.50

0.21 0.016

10.68 |.32

56.8 5l.l

2999.3 23.8

2,857.5 4,816.5

124-7 t84.7

0.083

0.074

0.002

0.07'l

0.o44

0.001

0.203

0.311

0.102

0.089

0.007

0.078

0.045

0.001

0.228

o.320

K-feldspar present at least in some samples.

The normal situation for intermediate rocks is
the occurrence of both biotite and hornblende,
with an increasing amount of hornblende in
more mafic samples. Figure 6 is in agreement
with this. VG4-VG8 samples are almost al-
ways lighter than the hornblende mixing line,
which is also in agreement with the mineral-
ogy of these samples.

Rocks denser than the hornblende mixing
line are tholeiitic rocks and richer in iron.
Normally they contain hornblende with local-
ly occurring pyroxene, but many also contain
biotite. The higher density values are proba-

Fig. 7. Volume susceptibility (K) versus FeO+MnO diagram
(upper figure) for volcanic rocks in the Tampere-Hämeenlinna
area, and mass susceptibility versus Fe diagram (lower figure)
for volcanic rocks having k< I 000 pSI. Data from this study. Xr.

is mass susceptibility minus the contribution fiom Mn, calcu-
lated by the formulas given in Puranen (1989). See Fig. 6 for
symbols. The dashed lines with numbers in upper diagram
indicate the magnetite content (wt%) calculated by formula
given in Puranen (1989). Refer to Fig.4 for lines in lower
diasram.
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bly due to differences in the composition of
biotite and hornblende, because the more
iron-rich varieties of these minerals tend to be

of higher density (Deer et al. 1962b, 1963a).
Many of the VG3 samples are of lower den-
sity, and the more mafic of these (SiO, <53Vo)

are shown as dotted field (Fig. 6). The other
VG3 samples of lower density values are of
more intermediate character (>547o SiO,).

Table I summarizes the results of t-tests
carried out with SPSS-X (SPSS Inc. 1988) to
discover the differences in group means be-

tween the two sets of outlined VG3 samples
(Fig. 6). The lower FeO/MgO ratio for the

lower density samples indicates a slight dif-
ference in the composition of the ferromagne-
sian minerals. The higher Cu, combined with
the lower CaO, could be the result of slight
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Fig. 8. Diagrams of intensity of NRM (M) versus volume susceptibility (k) (upper figure) and chemically estimated ferrimagnetic
susceptibility (k,.) diagrams (lower figures) for volcanic rocks in the Tampere-Hämeenlinna area. Data from this study. See Fig.
6 for symbols in upper and lower left figures. Q-ratios are indicated in upper figure and chemically estimated Q,.-ratios for
ferrimagnetic susceptibilities in the lower left figure. Symbols in lower right figure: open squares - samples <100 ppm S, open
diamonds - 100-200 ppm S, open inverted triangles - 200-500 ppm S, open upright triangles - 500-1000 ppm S and crosses -
>1000 ppm S. The line indicates the contribution from 0.017o to 0.17o ofsulphurcalculated as pyrrhotite with susceptibility of
1,575,000 pSI and Q-ratio of 10. Lower figures: dashed line -'magnetite' field, dotted line -'pyrrhotite' field.
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alteration and mineralization , causing a 

change in the mineral composition. At least in 

part, however, these features are associated 

with the more differentiated nature of the 
sam pies. 

The susceptibility data are visualized in 
Figure 7, where 65% of the sampies belong to 
the paramagnetic population (Table 3). The 

lower diagram shows a plot of the low suscep

tibility sampies (Fig. 7). The correlation of 
mass susceptibility (X

Fe
) and Fe is good, and 

the sam pies wi th mass suscepti bi I i ties si ightly 

above the estimated paramagnetic trend can 
be interpreted to contain small amounts of 
ferrimagnetic sulphides or aminute amount of 
other ferrimagnetic minerals as inclusions in 

ferromagnesian minerals. 

Figure 8 shows plots of the intensity of NRM 

versus magnetic susceptibility and chemically 

estimated ferri magnetic suscepti bi I i ty (kr)' 
'Magnetite' and ' pyrrhotite' fields are shown in 
outline, though so me of the low sulphur sam
pies in the 'pyrrhotite ' field may indicate the 

presence of martite/hematite . The separation 
between the two fields is distinct at higher k

fc 

values, but at lower values they partially over
lap. In general , the VG I-VG2 sampies follow 

the paramagnetic trend (Fig. 7) , and the devi

ations to higher susceptibility values are due 
to increase in Sand the Q-ratio (Fig . 8), point
i ng to the presence of pyrrhoti te. Two of the 
VG2 sampies appear to contain a different 
ferrimagnetic mineral (magnetite). 

Two of the VG3 sampies have elevated sus
ceptibilities associated with high S (>0.1 %) 

and elevated Q-ratios (>5) indicating the oc
currence of pyrrhotite (Fig. 8). Seven VG3 
sampies plot in the ' magnetite' field , four of 
them with an abundant occurrence of magnet
ite. Three form the trachybasalt subgroup in 
the VG3 and the fourth has high K, possibly 
due to crustal contamination (Lahtinen 1996). 

All three VG4 sampies are paramagnetic in 

the sense defined on page 14 and show a linear 

trend at rather low levels (Fig. 8) , possibly 

indicating a low oxidation ratio. This is sup
ported by the occurrence of a small amount of 
graphite in one sampie, suggesting an overall 
reducing environment. 

VG5 sampies divide into paramagnetic 
sampies (8 sampies) , sampies with pyrrhotite 

(3 sampies) , magnetite-bearing sampies (6 

sampies) and sampies (one) with aminute 

amount of ferrimagnetic minerals (Fig . 8). 

Two of the magnetite-bearing sampies are tuff 
breccias, one is a lapilli-tuff and one is a 
banded amphibolite probably of pyroclaslic 
origin. 

There are 19 VG6 sampies, with nine sam
pies showing the occurrence of a ferrimagnet

ic component. Six sampies exhibit high sus
ceptibilities with normally low Q-ratios (Figs . 
7 and 8), indicating the occurrence of coarse 
magnetite. All four sampies from the HiSB 

exhibit strong ferrimagnetism. 
The shoshonite group VG7 comprises two 

sampies in the paramagnetic population , one 
sampie in the 'pyrrhotite ' field and one sam
pie in the ' magnetite' field (Fig. 8). The sam

pie in the ' pyrrhotite' field has a very low S 
value of 59 ppm and thus the occurrence of 
hemati te/marti te or fi ne-grai ned magneti te is 
more probable than pyrrhotite. The magnetite
bearing sam pie is more differentiated than the 
two paramagnetic sampies, and the sampie in 
the 'pyrrhotite ' field is the most differentiat

ed . 
There are so me paramagnetic volcanic sam

pies with elevated intensity of NRM values 
but no clear chemical differences to account 
for this. The VG6 paramagnetic sampie with 
highest average remanence (155 mAlm) ex
hibits variation from 0 mAlm to 550 mAlm in 
the foul' subsampies demonstrating the irreg

ular behaviour of the intensity of NRM. 
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PI u tonic rocks 

Mafic plutonic rocks 

The mafic plutonic rocks have been consid
ered on an areal basis only (Lahtinen 1996). 
Most of the mafic plutonic rocks are charac
terized by a simple mineralogy of hornblende, 
biotite and plagioclase. This is also seen in 
the density diagram (Fig. 9) , where most of 
the sam pies plot between the hornblende and 
biotite mixing lines. Some of the sampIes 
contain only a small amount of biotite, how
ever, and plot near the hornblende mixing 
line. Sampies above or near to the hornblende 
mixing line often also contain pyroxene , and 
the sam pIe from the MB a lso contains abun
dant garnet. Cummingtonite and chlorite are 
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Fig. 9. DM versus FeO+MnO+MgO diagram of mafi c plutonic 
rocks in the Tampere- Hämeenlinna area. Data from thi s study. 
Solid line - hypothetical biotite mixing line (see Fig. 3), dashed 
line - hypothetical homblende mixing line . An - anorthite, Q -
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Fig. 10. Volume susceptibility (k) versus FeO+MnO diagram 
(upper figure) for mafic plutonic rocks in the Tampere-Hämeen
linna area, and mass susceptibility (Xe,) versus Fe diagram (Iower 
fi gure) for mafic plutonic rocks having k< 1 000 ~SI. Data from 
thi s study . XFe is mass susceptibility minus the contribution from 
Mn, calculated by the formulas given in Puranen ( 1989). See Fig. 
9 for symbols. The dashed lines with numbers in upper fi gure 
indicate the magnetite contents (wt%) calculated by formula given 
in Puranen (1989). Refer to Fig. 4 for lines in lower fi gure. 

present in some sampies . 
The suscept ib ility data indicate a paramag

netic nature for most of the mafic plutonic 
samp ies (Fig. 10). Of the ten sampies from the 
NTSB , three plot in the 'magnetite ' fie ld (Fig . 
I I) . The two sampies with highest suscepti
bilities are enriched in K, Ba , Th , La , P, Ti 
and Zr, indicative of alkaline WPB affinity 
(Lahtinen 1996) . Both sampies are highly dif
ferentiated rocks and the occurrence of mag
netite with abundant biotite could point to 
higher water content with oxidizing condi
tions in highly differentiated magma. The 
other possibility is an interaction with felsic 
magmas to increase the water content and 
oxygen fugaci ty . 
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Two of the mafic plutonic sam pies from 
the MB plot in the 'pyrrhotite ' field (Fig . 11), 
and pyrrhotite was visually observed in the 
sampie with higher sulphur content. The other 
four sam pies are paramagnetic . There are four 
sampies from the HSB plotting in the 'mag
netite ' field and two of them have elevated 
susceptibilities. Both sampies differ from the 
normally tholeiitic mafic plutonics in their 
calc-alkaline character (Lahtinen 1996) . The 
other sampie with high susceptibility is of 
comingled nature and shows signs of interac-

ti on with granodiorite melt. The sampie with 
highest value of the intensity of NRM in Fig . 
Il again demonstrates the irregular behaviour 
of remanence, as evident in the two subsampie 
values of 390 and 10,870 mAlm with associated 
susceptibility values of 17,230 and 28 ,390 
/J.SI. The small amount of sulphides relative to 
the high susceptibility value indicates the 
occurrence of magnetite, but it is not clear 
whether the high remanence value of the one 
subsampie is due to difference in grain-size or 
to some other factor. 
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Granitoids 

The granitoids have been geochemically 
divided into eight general classes GG l-GG8 
(Lahtinen 1996). The GG7 group shows S

type characteristics, while the other groups 
are of I-type, although GG3 and GG8 have 
some S- type characteristics due to assimilated 
sedimentary material. High-K calc-alkaline 
granitoids, comprising the three groups GG 1-

GG3 , are the most abundant rock type. The 
GG I rocks are high-K calc-alkaline granitoids 
from the NTSB , possibly cogenetic with vol
canics. The GG2 group, with it s areal sub
groups, consists of normal high -K calc-alka
line granitoids, and the GG3 group of high-K 
calc-alkaline granitoids with an assimilated 
sedimentary component. Group GG4 consists 
of medium-K calc-alkaline granitoids , and the 

GG5 group of felsic high-K granites from the 
NTSB with variable calc-alkaline to mainly 
tholeiitic affinities . The very hi g h-K GG6 
granites of tholeiitic affinity are mainly con
fined to the NTSB, and the GG6 granites from 

the HSB are considered as a subgroup (see 
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Fig. 12. D" vcrs us FeO+MnO+MgO diagram of granitoids in 
the Tampere- Hämeen lmna area. Data from thls study. Solid 
line - hypothetical biotite mixing line , dashed line - hypothet
ical hornblende mixing line. An - anorthite, Q - quart z, Ab -
albite, Kf - K-feldspar, Bt - biotite. Filled triangles - GG I, 
open triangles - GG2, open sq uares - GG3, crosses - GG4, 
open diamonds - GG5 , filled diamonds - GG6, diagonal cross
es - GG7 and astcri sks - GG8. N - sampies from the NTSB and 
M - sampie from the Me referred to in text 

Lahtinen 1996). The GG7 rock s co mprise 

microcline gra nites from the MC and small 

plutons and pegmatites from the MB. GG8 
granitoids , mainly from the MB , are high

TiO , granitoids of tholeiitic affinity often 
asso~iated with an assimilated sediment com
ponent. Groups GG I-GG4 (excluding GG3 
Nokia-type) are considered as syn-tecto nic 
( 1.89- 1.88 Ga) and groups GG5-GG6 and 

GG3 Nokia-type and at least the main part of 

the GG8 rock s are late- to post-tectonic , relat
ed to the 1.89- 1.88 Ga collision. The GG7 
granites in the MC are younger (1.84-1.81 

Ga) and associated with the proposed 1.86-
1.84 Ga collision (Lahtinen 1996). 

The density diagram (Fig. 12) shows a rel 
atively good correlation between density and 

the contents of ferromagnesian elements. 

There is a c hange from hornbl e nde-bea ring 
mafic sampIes with biotite to intermediate 
samp Ies with predominantly biotite. At the 

sa me time, the amount of K-feldspar increases 
and it is the most abundant mineral with bi
otite in the most felsic sam pIes. This accords 
weIl with the observed mineralogy. The medi
um-K granitoids (GG4) contain less K-feld
spar, as seen in the deviation of these sampIes 

to s lightly higher densities . The assimilated 
high-K calc-alkaline group (GG3) normally 

contains only biotite, unlike the normal high
K calc-alkaline group (GG2) which also con
tains hornblende , and there is a tendency for 
GG3 sam pIes to be of slightly lower density 
(Fig. 12). The GG8 sampies with lower den

sities tend to have a larger assimilation com
ponent, which is reflected in both the chem
ical and the mineralogical composition. The 
microcline granites deviating to higher den s i
tie s contain not only biotite but muscovite and 

gamet, which g ive them higher densities. 
About 70 % of the granitoid sampIes have 

only paramagnetic properties (F ig . 13 , Table 
3). In general these follow the calculated mass 

susceptibility versus iron trends, but there is 
also a deviation to lower values, perhaps in

dicating differences in the diamagnetic miner-
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als. Aeeording to Fig. 14, the inerease in sus
eeptibility usually eannot be due to pyrrhotite , 
though some sampIes with slightly inereased 
ferrimagnetie s useeptibility may eonta in a 
minute amount of pyrrhotite. The sampies 
outside the ' magnetite ' field (Q !: I) in Fig. 14 

eontain either hematite/martite or very fine
grained magnetite . Martite is very eommon in 
granitoids as seen in Table 2. 

There are seven GGI sampIes, of wh ich 
three plot in the ' magnetite ' field. One of 
these three is an orthogneiss and the other two 
show indieations of eomingling with mafie 
magma , whieh may be the eause of the mag
netite erystallization. Of the 45 sampies in the 
GG2 , seven plot in the 'magnetite' field (Fig. 
14). At least one of them is of hybrid origin, 
but there are no elear geoehemieal differenees 
between the other ferrimagnetie sa mpIes and 
the paramagnetie sampies . 

The assimilated high-K eale-alkaline group 
GG3 eonsists of 16 sampIes and there is only 
one sa mpIe , from the Me , plotting in the 
' magnetite ' field (Fig . 14) . Thi s sa mpIe eon
tain s abundant mafie enelaves and is also 

granitized. 
Of the 19 medium-K eale-alkaline sam pIes 

(GG4), six plot in the ' magnetite' field (Fig. 
14) and four of the six are from the Me. Two 
of the MC sampIes are granodiorites of tholei
itie affinity and are considered as a GG4 s ub
group (Lahtinen 1996). The third MC sa mpIe 
eontains abundant mafie enclaves and is hy 
brid in nature . The fourth is a strongly foliat 
ed and shear banded granodiorite. The re
mainin g ' normal' medium-K eale-alkaline 
granitoids are paramagnetie. 

There are 13 sampIes of high-K granitoids 
(G G5) oeeurring in the NTSB and only one of 
these is paramagnetie (Fi g. 14). The elevated 
rem anenee , produeing high er Q values (Fig. 
14), indieates the oeeurrenee of hematite 
(martite) and/or very fine-grained magnetite. 
The very high-K group GG6 eonsists of 18 
sampIes, of wh ich six are paramagnetic and 
four of these from the HSB subgro up . The 

other 14 sampIes are from the NTSB (one 
from TSB) and, aeeording to Fig. 14 , rather 
coarse-grai ned magneti te predomi nates. 

The 30 sampies in the mieroeline granite 
group GG7 exhibit paramagnetie properties , 
with a s li ght increase in remanence in some 
sampIes (Fig . 14) . The one sampIe plottin g in 
the ' magnetite ' field differs from the normal 
mieroeline granites in having higher Sr , prob
ably indieating a partly ign eo us source 
(Lahtinen 1996). 
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The GG8 gran itoid s oeeur mainly in the MB 
and very often have a sediment assimilated 
eomponent , as see n in the oeeurrenee of 
grap hite in so me sampies (Lahtinen 1996). 
Three mafie sampIes are ineluded in this 
group so lelyon the basis of high Ti0

2 
values, 

but otherwise they do not belong and are eon
sidered separately. In two of these , magnetite 
eontent is high (Fig . 14). The GG8 samp ie 
from the NTSB is a quartz monzodiorite and 
is geoehemieally eomparab le to differentiated 

K-rieh high-Ti mafie plutonies with abundant 
magnetite, diseussed in the mafie plutonie 
seetion. The samp Ie from the Me is a quartz 
monzodiorite of 1812±2 Ma age (Vaasjok i 
1995 ) with alkaline WPB affinity, having very 
high Ti, P , Sr, Ba, La and Zr (Lahtinen 1996). 
The remaining GG8 sampies are from the MB 
and are paramagnetie, exeept for one sampIe 
with e levated suseeptibilities that probably 
eontain s minute amounts of pyrrhotite (Fig. 
14 ) . 
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Paramagnetic rocks 

The paramagnetic nature of sampies in this 
study was decided on the basis of chemical 
composition (Fe , Mn) and Curie ' s law (see 
p. 13). For comparison the paramag netic and 
ferrimagnetic components (X

p
, and X f) were 

then calculated physically for the 24 selected 
paramagnetic sam pies (using chemical crite

ria for preselection) by the method of Hrouda 
(1994, see p. 14). The results are displayed in 
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see p. 14) for set C sampies versus total Fe (upper figure) and 
Feh /Fe ratio (Iower figure). 

Fig. 15 , where X
p

, and Xft are shown versus 
total iron and versus the degree of oxidation. 
Almost every sampie has a sm all ferrimagnet 
ic component (average 2·lQ-8 m3/kg), indicat
ing that pure paramagnetic rocks are rare or 
absent. Accordingly, NRM can be expected to 
occur in almost every rock type , at least in the 
sampie set studied. X

f
, values are slightly 

higher on average for felsic rocks (Fe 2-4%) 
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Fig. 16. Chemically estimated paramagnetic mass susceptibil
ities (calculated using Curie's law, p. 13) versus bulk density 
for sedimentary (crosses in upper figure ), volcanic (asterisks in 
upper figure) and plutonic (open squares in lower figure) rocks 
in the Tampere- Hämeenlinna area. Also shown in both figures 
is the polynomial regression obtained using the data of this study. 
X (estimated)(m3fkg)=13.35+0.0616 1 x (d-2757. 1) -0.00004789 
x (d-2757. 1 )'. R=0.90, Std (estimated)=2.06 m3fkg 
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and possibly also for rocks having a higher 

degree of oxidation. 
Chemical analyses are available for only a 

limited number of sampIes in the petrophys
ical register of the GSF and, thus , the para

magnetic component cannot be predicted in 

the normal way by applying Curie ' s law. On 
the basis of the chemical and petrophysical 
data of this study we have evaluated the em
pirical relationship between paramagnetic 
susceptibility and bulk density. The estimated 
paramagnetic susceptibility was calculated 
from Fe and Mn data where the ratio of Fe3+/ 

Fe,o<. was estimated to be 0.18 (see Fig. 15). 
Figure 16 shows the values of bulk density 
and paramagnetic suscepti bi I i ty for the sam-

pIes of this study and the polynomial regres
sion calculated on the basis of these values. 

The regression equation is as folIows: 

X
pd 

(estimated)(m 3/kg)= 13.35 + 0.06161 x 
(d-2757.1) - 0.00004789 x (d-2757.1) 2. 

R= 0.90, Std(estimated)=2.06 m 3/kg 

Although our data are somewhat scattered, 
this equation can be used as a first approxima

tion of the level of the paramagnetic compo
nent in a sam pIe where chemical determina
tions of Fe and Mn are not available. The 

equation appears to hold better for igneous 
rocks , whi le sedimentary rocks s how a more 

inclined trend (Fig. 16). 

Low-high susceptibility rock pairs 

The GSF petrophysical regi s ter co ntained 
measured values of density , volume s uscepti
bility and intensity of NRM for mo st of the 
130,756 sampIes included at the end of 1996. 
In the Tampere- Hämeenlinna area, systematic 
sampling has been done from map sheets 21 13 
and 2124, with three or more sam pIe s taken by 
hammer from individual outcrops. The sam
pIes were se lected by magnetometer and sus

ceptimeter to represent the different magnetic 
populations , if variation existed. For purposes 
of the present study , 36 outcrops were se lect
ed and two sam pIes of the same rock type were 
analysed from each. Some of these sampIe 
pairs were se lected on the basis of great dif
ference in susceptibility values , a thi s would 
indicate the occurrence of a paramagnetic
ferrimagnetic pair in the same rock types. Pol
ished thin sec tion studies were made on all 

sampIes to determine the a mount s of fer
rimagnetic minerals and sulphides (Pennanen 
1991). The petrophysical properties and 
opaque mineralogy of 20 sam pIe pairs are set 
out in Table 2 along with the calculated values 

of k rc and Q fc' 
According to Pennanen (1991), many of the 

above sampIes contain martite , and locally 
hematite occurs as a magnetite p seudomorph . 
Sphene frequently occurs as areaction rim 

between ilmenite and silicate minerals. Sim
ilar rims have been observed for magnetite 
and hematite. Ilmenite exsolutions in magnet
ite , and magnetite exsolutions in ilm enite, 
also have been observed and have been inter
preted to originate from oxidation of ulvite to 

i I meni te (Pennanen 199 I) . These ti tanomag

netites may lose their magnetite co mponent 
through dissolution in hydrothermal fluids or 
weathering so lutions , so that only the ilmenite 
skeleton is left behind. I1menite-hematite ex
so lution structures are found in a few sam

pIes. Chalcopyrite and pyrite often have an 
alteration rim of iron hydroxides indicating 
the effect of weathering solutions. 

Although the sa mpIes in Table 2 were se

lected to represent paramagnetic- ferrimag
netic pairs, in many ca ses the presumed par
amagnetic sa mpIe has a small ferrimagnetic 
component. SampIe pairs 3-5, 7-10 and 20 
are granito id s with simi lar chemistry and the 
two samp Ies of these pairs can thus be consid

ered to represent one and the same magma . 
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Table 2. Densiry (D) , susceptibiliry (k), intensiry of NMR (M), estimated ferrimagnetic susceptibiliry (k I') and estimated 
ferrimagnetic Q.,-ratio (M /(0.041xk,,)) for selected (set B) low and high susceptibiliry pairs (from same outcrop) from the study 
area, laken from the GSF petrophysical register. Opaque mineralogy ( Pennanen 1991) . Ferrimagnetic susceptibiliry is the measured 
susceptibiliry minus paramagnetic susceptibiliry calculated using Curie ' s law assuming that aB Fe is presem as FeH. 
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360 

10 

50 

20 

20 

80 
11,400 

o 
64,080 

420 

3,520 

190 

1,500 

1,640 

13 ,440 

o 
1,540 

160 

1,920 

140 

7 ,480 

350 

2 ,030 

630 

1,860 

o 
3,060 

o 

Q" Opaques' 

3.1 (ILME) 
0 . 15 MAGN ,ILME,PYR,CHAL 

PYR,CHAL,ILME 

0. 13 MAGN ,HEMA 

0.58 PYR,ILME,MAGN 

0.28 MAGN ,PYR,ILME ,MART 

2.6 (PYR,ILME,MAGN?) 

0.49 ILME,MAGN,PYR,CHAL 

0.45 MAGN ,MART 

0. 36 MAGN ,PYR ,CHAL,ILME 

0.32 MAGN ,MART,ILME 

1.5 (MAGN ,MART) 

0 .25 MAGN ,MART 

(MART,MAGN,ILME ,PYR) 

0.46 MAGN,MART 

1.4 (MAGN ,MART) 

0.60 MAGN,MART 

0.39 MART,MAGN 

0.26 MAGN ,MART 

0 .56 PYR,CHAL 

24 ,250 1.7 

(PYRR,ILME) 

PYRR,ILME,MAGN ,CHAL 

HEMA ,(MART?) 

MART,HEMA ,MAGN 

ILME,MAGN ,PYR ,MART 

MAGN ,CHAL,PYR,ILME 

(ILME) 

100 100 

1,940 5 .2 

140 1. 7 

2 ,060 0.59 

o 
2 ,160 0 .34 

o 
3,670 24.3 

140 1.7 

7 ,030 0 .2 1 

1,660 0.44 

58 ,440 0 . 15 

o 
4,880 0 .25 

470 1.0 

2,610 0.19 

MAGN ,MART 

(lLME) 

PYRR,CHAL,ILME 

ILME,MAGN ,MART,PYRR 

ILME,PYR,MAGN ,CHAL 

PYR,ILME,MAGN 

MAGN ,PYR,CHAL,ILME 

ILME,PYR,CHAL 

ILME ,PYR,CHAL 

(MAGN ,PYR,ILME) 

MAGN ,MART ,PYR,ILME 

I Sampie pairs 1- 11 from Viljakkala- Teisko area and 12 - 20 from Forssa area. 
2 Ferrimagnetic opaques and sulphides . Parentheses indicate minute amount of opaques . MAGN - magnetite , MART - martite , 
ILME - ilmeniini , HEMA - hematite , PYR - pyrite, PYRR - pyrrhotite , CHAL - chalcopyrite . 
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All these sampies contain magnetite , ilmenite 
and martite as ferrimagnetic minerals. The ob
served differences in k

fc 
are evidently due to 

the heterogeneous occurrence of magnetite and 
to a lesser extent a lso of ilmenite in the sam

pies, combined with the dissimilar amounts of 
martite. 

The pair I sam pies clear ly represent two 

different rock types as seen in the Si0
2 

65.4-
55.0%, Zr 152-35 1 ppm, Nb 5.6-15.1 ppm, Ba 
946-1460 ppm and La 19.5-40.4 ppm (granodi
orite-quartz diorite , respectively). The gran

odiorite belongs to the high-K calc-alkaline 
group (GG2) normally characterized by para

magnetic properties (see above). The quartz 
diorite has indications of hybrid origin with 
large high-Ti WPB component , and the occur
rence of magnetite may be explained by hy
brid origin. The paramagnetic granodiorite of 
pair 6 also has geochemical characteristics 
comparable with the normally paramagnetic 

high-K calc-alkaline group. The ferrimagnetic 
granite sharply differs from the granodiorite 
in belonging to the normally ferrimagnetic very 
high-K group of tholeiitic affinity (GG6). 

The diorite sam pies of pair 17 are geochem
ically similar and the difference in Kr, values 
is probably due to the heterogeneous occur
rence of ferrimagnetic minerals. The sampie 

with lower susceptibility in the quartz diorite 
pair 18 is a hybrid rock, as seen in small mafic 
enclaves. Both sampies contain magnetite and 
ilmenite (Table 2). The quartz diorite with 
higher susceptibility differs from its pair in 
containing more AI

2
0

3 
(19.8- 16.6 %), FeO 

(10.5-6.8 %), P
2
0

5 
(0.64-0 .21 %) , S (2610-

108 ppm) , Sr (604-397 ppm) , Zr (276- 132 
ppm) and Ba (416- 187 ppm) , but also lower 
V (77 - 211 ppm) and Sc (12.7- 26). The mag
netite in the sampie is anhedral and could in
dicate nonmagmatic origin in pyrite mineral
ization (high S). 

The paramagnet ic samp ie of vo lcanic pair 2 
contains about 25% ca rbonate with e levated 
contents of some s u lphur-related elements , 

indicating minera l ization effects. The fer
rimagnetic volcanic rock contains, in addit ion 

to magnetite , also hematite that is not martite 
(Table 2). The mafic volcanic pair lI is from 
the Haveri Formation (Kähkönen 1989) and 

there is no mineralogica l explanation for the 
higher susceptibility of one of the sampies. 
Compared with the paramagnetic hornblen
dite, the olivine hornblend ite of pair 12, con
tai n i ng both pyrrhoti te and magneti te, has 

geochemical indications of a more cumulated 
and mineralized nature. 

The sampies of the volcanic rock pair 13 are 
chemically similar and the difference in sus
ceptibility can be attributed to the uneven 
distribution of magnetite and the greater 

amount of hematite/martite in the sampie with 
lower susceptibilities. The same situation 
holds for pair 14 . The magnetite-bearing ma

fic volcanic rock of pair 15 has higher FeO 
(13.0- 9.3 %) and CaO (14.0- 9 .7 %), lower 
Si0 2 (44.5- 51 .3%) and Na

2
0 (1.7-3.7 %) and 

slightly higher La (12.3-7.7 ppm) and Cu 
(49-18 ppm). The strong alteration of the 

sampie, as seen in the abundance of epidote 
and zoisite (about 40 %), is responsible, at 

least in part, for this geochemical composi
tion. Magnetite occurs as euhedral and partly 
corroded crystals with so me martite. The for
mation of magnetite could be connected with 
alteration. 

The occurrence of pyrrhotite explains the 
higher susceptibility of one of the sampies of 
volcanic pair 16 , but there is no evident min

eralogical explanation of the higher suscepti
bility of one sampIe of pair 19. The low S (55 
ppm) relative to the low Q-ratio suggests a 
small amount of magnetite occurring very het
erogeneously. 
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AREAL CORRELA TIONS BETWEEN POTENTIAL FIELDS AND 
PETROPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Characteri s tic statistical parameters of bulk 
den s ity , volume susceptibility and inten sity of 
NRM ca lculated for the different rock types 
and groups and the five main geo logical divi
sion s of thi s s tudy are se t out in Table 3 . The 
total mag netization and density of sa mpIes are 
shown in two projected profiles in Fig. 17 , 
and an aeromagnetic anomaly ma p and a pair 
of regional residual separation maps are shown 
in Fi g. 2a and 2b. The average den sity variation 
of profiles corresponds in a ge neral way with 
the mean Bouguer anomalies (F ig. I b). The 
area of higher density in the HSB in the west
ern profil e, and the negative anom a ly co incid
in g with microcline granites from the MC in 
the easte rn profile , are also see n as positive 
and negative regional ano mali es , respective
Iy, in Fig. I b. The hi gher average density in 
the HSB is due to the abundant occ urrence of 
tho le iitic mafic vo lcanic and plutonic rocks 
(Tab le 3). There is a slight decrease in aver 
age density from the so uthern par t of the MB 
tow ards the north. Thi s is due to the occur
rence of volcanics (VG! in Table 3) and to the 
hi gher proportion of mafic pluto nic s in the 
so uth . The s li ght increase in density in the 
NTSB , apparent in th e eas tern profile , is due 
to the HiSB and so me mafic plutonic rocks. 

The averages of bulk density , magnetiza
ti on, magnetic DGRF-65 anom aly and Bo ugu
er anoma ly were calculated for 20x20 km 
ce ll s (F ig. 18 and Table 4). A modified Bou
guer anoma ly was calculated as weil , to re
duce the effect of the lon g wavelength Bougu
er anoma ly compo nent. The long wavelength 
Bouguer anomaly co mpo ne nt displays a 
stro ng negative co rre lation w ith land uplift 
va lues (E lo 1992). This long wave length trend 
was fitted, by least sq uares, to 50x50 km 
ave rages of Bouguer anoma li es for so uth ern 
a nd ce ntra l Finland, and the I s t order trend 
s urface that was obtained was subtracted from 
the 20x20 km ce l! results (Tab le 4). 

Average DGRF-65 anoma lies versus aver
age magnetizations are shown in Fig. 19, and 
average values of the original and modified 
Bouguer anomali es vers us average bulk den
sities are shown in Fig. 20. The average level 
of the mag netic field varies from -250 to +400 
nT, and the modified Bouguer anomaly varies 
from - 1 to +17 mG al. A comparison of these 
values with the petrophysical properties of the 
surface bedrock shows the deep magnetic anom
aly component to range at least from -25 0 
(s hallow formations) to +50 nT (deep forma
tions ) and reversin g the depth ratios perhaps 
from -600 to +400 nT . The deep mode l was 
calculated by us in g a magneti zed ha lf space of 
H=41 Alm and 1=75°. The shall ow model was 
a thin hori zonta l layer. Low average Q-va lu es 
(Q < I .5) correspond to variable and mainl y 
positive DGRF-65 anomaly averages. Hi gh Q
va lues are va ri ab le and correspond to s mooth 
and a lways negat ive anomal y averages. 

The deep magnetic anomaly co mpone nt in 
the Me varies between 0 and 400 nT (Fig. 19) 
depe ndin g on the thickness of the surface for
mation s . The MC is characterized by low 
de nsity rocks at surface level. The hi gh , a l
most constant , base level of 16 mG al indi cates 
the occurrence of hidden mass corre lat in g 
with the relatively hi g h regio nal deep magnet
ic anoma ly level (+80 nT), determined from 
the two MC ce ll s. 

The deep anoma ly component in the HSB 
may range from -600 to 0 nT. If the compo
ne nt is co nsta nt , the value is -200 nT . The 
laye r for s urf icia l magnetization may be sha l
low in so me ce ll s and relatively deep in oth
ers. The poor correlatio n between average 
DGRF-65 anoma li es and average magnetiza
tions of apparent ly shal lo w sources may be 
due to change in the direction of the inte ns ity 
of NRM (part ly pyrrhotite) hamper in g the 
interpretat ion . A notable feature is that the 
cells (HSB /4-6) fo r which s ha ll ow depth is 
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Tab1e 3. Arithmetic mean of density (D), volume susceptibility (k), intensity of NMR (M) and Q-ratio for all sampies and for 
subareas (Fig. 2), rock types and selected groups within them. q,p, k.p, Mpp and Qpp , and D fp , kfp , Mfp and Qfp are means for 
paramagnetic and ferrimagnetic populations defined as k " ~ k., and k" > k." respectively . 1(", is paramagnetic suseeptibility 
calculated using Curie's law assuming that all Fe is present as FeH and k,, = k - k.,. The proportion of sampies having k" > 0 
(F1 ) , klo > k.,(F2) , J > 0 .25 Alm (F3) and J > 2. 5 Alm (F4) and the number of sampies having predicted magnetite (Mt), 
predieted pyrrhotite (Pyrr) or minute amounts of ferrimagnetic material (Others) are indicated. F3 and F4 eause 50 nT and 500 nT 
anomalies, respectively, for a sheet-like body. 

Total 
NTSB 
TSB 
MB 
HSB 
MC 

Sedirnentary rocks 
SG1 
SG3 
SG4 
SG5 
SG6 
SG7 
SG7/MC 
Black schists 

Volcanic rocks 
VG1 
VG2 
VG3 
VG4 
VG5 
VG6 
VG7 

Mafie plutonics 
NTSB+TSB 
MB 
HSB 

Granitoids 
GGI 
GG2 
GG3 
GG4 
GG5 
GG6/NTSB 
GG6/0thers 
GG7/MC 
GG7/0thers 
GG8/(MB+HSB) 

N 

403 
67 

58 
140 
107 
31 

112 
17 
18 
28 
15 
10 
7 
4 
4 

84 
5 
9 

24 
3 

18 
19 
4 

35 
11 
7 

17 

172 
7 

45 
16 
19 
13 
13 
5 

21 
9 

21 

D 

2656.4 
2734.8 
2730.9 
2744.2 
2825.1 
2668 .8 

2733 .1 
2721.4 
2704.7 
2719.3 
2738.0 
2770.3 
2753.3 
2752 .3 
2747.0 

2848 .9 
2965 .0 
2918 .0 
2928.1 
2891.3 
2824.4 
2729 .2 
2782 .8 

2910.5 
2899.4 
2920.1 
2913.6 

2695.0 
2780.6 
2718 .5 
2708.4 
2711.9 
2644.0 
2650.9 
2650.4 
2616.8 
2618.6 
2744.4 

Dpp 

kg/m3 

2756.0 
2771.0 
2729.1 
2741.1 
2818.8 
2630.6 

2732.3 
2727.6 
2704.7 
2719.3 
2734.7 
2770.3 
2753.3 
2762 .0 
2708.0 

2863 .0 
2965 .0 
2933 .3 
2937 .9 
2891 .3 
2847.0 
2709.5 
2865 .0 

2906.2 
2906.0 
2901.7 
2908 .5 

2697.6 
2764.5 
2718.8 
2706.4 
2725 .6 
2661.3 
2660.3 
2656.8 
2617 .1 
2618 .6 
2744.4 

2757 .6 
2705.4 
2740.6 
2814.2 
2848.2 
2729.3 

2741.6 
2692.3 

2784.0 

2742 .5 
2760.0 

2822.1 

2887.3 
2911.7 

2789.0 
2756.3 
2700.5 

2927.4 
2869 .5 
3031.0 
2930.5 

2686.8 
2802.0 
2716.9 
2739.0 
2682 .3 
2638.8 
2646.8 
2625.0 
2611.0 

k 

3,907 
6,631 
3,737 

470 
5,169 
9,499 

1,485 
3,404 

198 
254 
504 
461 
405 

15 ,207 
3 ,578 

9, 131 
901 

1,434 
10,882 

594 
17,492 
7 ,311 
8,044 

3,663 
5,231 

795 
3,831 

2,981 
11 ,817 

1,045 
951 

7 ,362 
1,622 
4,330 
2,280 

130 
74 

352 

k.p 

SI· 10" 

359 
389 
305 
311 
513 
113 

296 
266 
198 
254 
300 
461 
405 
408 
195 

618 
901 
836 
771 
594 
581 
268 
358 

647 
644 
576 
683 

238 
379 
263 
260 
273 
190 
223 
194 
75 
74 

352 

kfp 

16,790 
11 ,691 
22,426 

4,019 
22, 172 
24,360 

13,616 
18 ,048 

3,363 

30,007 
4 ,706 

25 ,278 

2,887 
27,735 

44,068 
16,995 
15 ,555 

15,727 
25 ,871 

2, 108 
14,061 

11,744 
27,067 

4 ,660 
11,325 
22 ,723 

2,051 
6 ,155 

10,625 
1,250 

M 

182 
165 
62 

159 
295 
162 

300 
336 

25 
53 

654 
107 
49 

232 
2,613 

236 
98 

108 
275 

35 
480 

93 
290 

276 
70 

249 
442 

61 
111 
35 
25 

105 
67 
54 
36 
33 
34 
35 

78 
28 

36 
40 

193 
34 

115 
31 
25 
53 

545 
107 
49 
38 
20 

136 
98 
62 
60 
35 

440 
50 
64 

62 
32 
72 
78 

29 
29 
28 
23 
29 
23 
20 
29 
32 
34 
35 

560 
277 
205 

2,826 

666 
364 

2,177 
1,756 

2,184 

423 
3,477 

426 

202 
632 

544 
152 
515 

1, 137 
244 

1,308 
1,540 

162 
222 

65 
55 

270 
81 
70 
63 
40 



Table 3 (continued). 

Total 

NTSB 
TSB 

MB 
HSB 

MC 

Sedimentary rocks 
SGl 
SG3 
SG4 

SG5 
SG6 
SG7 
SG7/MC 
Black schists 

Volcanic rocks 
VG1 
VG2 
VG3 
VG4 
VG5 
VG6 
VG7 

Mafic plutonies 
NTSB+TSB 
MB 
HSB 

Granitoids 
GGI 
GG2 
GG3 
GG4 
GG5 
GG6/NTSB 
GG6/0thers 
GG7/MC 
GG7/0thers 
GG8/(MB+HSB) 
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N Q 

403 5.9 
67 1.5 
58 4.1 

140 4.8 
107 9.4 
31 11.2 

112 9.0 
17 3.3 
18 3.5 
28 5.1 
15 39.9 
10 3.6 
7 2.7 
4 1.4 
4 12.6 

84 4.5 
5 2.5 
9 1.9 

24 2.2 
3 1.4 

18 10.4 
19 4.2 
4 4.9 

35 2.6 
11 1.1 
7 5.1 

17 2 .5 

172 5.1 
7 1.0 

45 3.1 
16 2.1 
19 2.4 
13 2.0 
13 1.2 
5 2.8 

21 17.6 
9 18.7 

21 2.9 

6.7 
2.4 
4.5 
4.3 

10.9 
17.7 

9.0 
3.5 
3.5 
5.1 

41.6 
3.6 
2.7 
2.2 
2 .5 

5 .0 
2.5 
1.8 
1.7 
1.4 

12.1 
6.9 
3.1 

2.4 
1.3 
3.5 
2.6 

6.5 
1.6 
3.7 
2.3 
3.4 
3.1 
2.8 
3.5 

18.5 
18.7 
2.9 

Qfp 

2.8 
0.8 
1.9 

15 .9 
4.0 
0 .9 

8 .7 
2.1 

15.8 

0 .5 
16.0 

3.6 

2 .1 
3.0 

7.7 
0.6 
6.6 

3.3 
0.2 

15.1 
1.9 

0 .7 
0.2 
0.5 
0.1 
0 .3 
1.6 
0.5 
0 .1 
0.8 

F1 

% 

33 
70 
26 
12 
37 
48 

17 
24 
o 
o 

13 
20 
43 
50 
75 

51 
40 
56 
54 
o 

56 
47 
75 

40 
36 
29 
47 

32 
57 
24 
13 
37 
92 
85 
20 
14 
o 
5 

F2 

% 

22 
55 
16 
4 

21 
39 

9 
18 
o 
o 
7 
o 
o 

50 
75 

35 
o 

33 
38 
o 

39 
42 
50 

20 
18 
14 
24 

24 
43 
18 
6 

32 
77 
69 
20 

5 
o 
o 

F3 

% 

16 
27 

12 
6 

20 
32 

10 
12 
o 
o 

13 
o 
o 

50 
75 

31 
20 
11 
33 
o 

44 
32 
50 

20 
18 
14 
24 

12 
43 
4 
6 

32 
15 
23 
20 
o 
o 
5 

F4 

% 

4 
3 
2 

2 
7 

6 

5 
6 
o 
o 
7 
o 
o 

25 
50 

8 
o 
o 

13 
o 

22 
o 
o 

3 
o 
o 
6 

15 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

Mt 

72 
32 

9 
o 

20 
10 

5 
3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
2 
o 

25 
o 
2 
7 
o 
6 
8 

8 
3 
o 
5 

34 
3 
7 
1 

6 
5 
9 
o 
1 

o 
o 

Pyrr Others 

27 

o 
2 

11 
13 

9 
o 
o 
o 
1 
2 
2 

o 
3 

12 
2 
2 
5 
o 
3 
o 
o 

6 
1 
2 
3 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

32 
15 
4 
3 
6 
3 

5 
1 
o 
o 
1 
o 
1 
o 
o 

6 
o 

1 

o 

1 

2 

o 
o 
o 
o 

21 

7 
2 
I 
2 
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indicated are o nes occurring adjacent to the 
MB and partly overlapping it. Good correla
tion between bu lk density and modified Bou
guer anoma ly exists in the HSB (Fig. 20). An 
interpretation based on both magnetic and 

grav ity data indicates that the HSB is a mod
erately deep formation and part of the area 
may be under lain by a deep magne tic source. 

The deep magnet ic anoma ly component in 
the MB may vary from -550 to -200 nT (Fig. 
18) a nd expressed at constant leve l is -2 50 nT. 
The poor corre lation between average DGRF-
65 a nomalies and average magnetizations may 
be due to change in the direction of the inten-
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sity of the NRM (part ly pyrrhotite) , wh ich 

reduces the average magnetization . T he h igh 
magnetic base leve ls to the south (Me) and 
north (NTSB, see below) of the MB indicate 
that the MB m ust be a thick formation to 
account for so large a contrast in the reg iona l 

anomaly. There is only a srnall variation in 
both bulk density and gravity in th e MB and 

no clear correlation betwee n the two e xi s ts . 
The rnodifi ed Bouguer anorna ly varies frorn 8 

to 13 rnG a l a t s irni la r bu lk densities indicating 

th e occurrence of locally hidden rnas ses. To
gether these findings suggest a variable but 
considerab le base th ickness for th e MB, and 
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Fig. 17. TOlal mag nelizalion (upper figure) and bu lk densi ly (Iower figure) of sampies in lhe sludy area. The study area has been 
divided inlo two equa l- sized subareas 40x 120 km (west-easl) , and the sal11p les are projected onto two N-S lines. Symbols in upper 
figures: open squares - paramagnetic sampies with intensi ty of NRM $50- 10'" Alm, open diamonds - paral11agnetic sam pies with 
intensity 0 1' NRM >50- \0-) Alm, open tri ang les - sampies interpreted to conta in l11ainl y hematite (martite) , crosses - sampies 
inte rpreted to contain mainl y magnetite and asterisks - sam pies interpreted to con tain mai nly pyrrhotite. Symbols in lower figures: 
crosses - sedimen tary rocks , asterisks - vo lcani c rocks and ope n squa res - plutonic rocks. Solid lines - the average 01' sampies 
ea lc ulatecl every 10 km. The approx il11ate area l boundaries are shown below (see Fig. 2). MC - Microcline granite COl11p lex, HSB 
- H,imeenlinna Schisl Be lt, MB - Mica gne iss- migmalile Be lt. TSB - Tampere Schis! Bell , NTSB - Nonh of TSB. 
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the average vectorial magnetization is proba-

bly smaller than the apparent average magnet-

ization calculated from scalar magnetization
intensities of rock samples.

The TSB exhibits a deep magnetic anomaly
component between about -250 and 0 nT. In
regional anomalies the sources are likely to be

shallow with a variation of -150 to 0 nT. The

lack of correlation between the average

DGRF-65 anomalies and average magnetiza-
tions indicates that the variation in the mag-

netic field is mainly due to deep sources. No

correlation exists between bulk density and

gravity, and the mean gravity anomaly is con-

stant, implying either mass equilibrium be-

tween blocks or further that the TSB surface

formations are shallow. A combined analysis
of the magnetic field and gravity data con-

firms that the TSB is a shallow formation, where

the deep magnetic anomaly varies, while the

bulk density difference and thickness or their
product are more or less constant for different
cells. The TSB forms a boundary zone be-

tween the MB and NTSB and the calculated
TSB cells extend into the MB and NTSB (Fig.

l8). The difference between the western
(higher J and lower DGRF-65 anomaly) and

eastern (lower J and higher DGRF-65 anom-

aly) parts of the TSB could be interpreted to

indicate that the cover over the deep anomaly
is shallower in the east than in the west.

The deep magnetic anomaly component in
the NTSB may range from -100 to +350 nT

and expressed as a constant value is +100 nT.

This is comparable to the value for the MC.
Poor correlation exists between bulk density
and the modified Bouguer anomaly, and the

modified Bouguer anomaly level is low (about

0 mGal). This could mean that surface rocks
occur as a thin layer and that there is a deep

source of low density rocks. Interpretation of
the magnetic and gravity data together indi-
cates that the surface formations in the NTSB
are rather shallow and underlain by a low
density deep source with variable magnetiza-
tt ons.

The smoothed map in Fig. 2b shows mainly
regional features of magnetization, which at

least in part are due to a deeper source, as

discussed above. The sharper thin anomalies
(derived map in Fig. 2b) are due to magnetic
rocks at the present erosion level. The TSB

can be divided into two parts: a southern part
with abundant sediments and plutons charac-

terized by a highly negative magnetic low
comparable to the MB and a northern volcanic
part showing a higher magnetic field. These

same features are seen in the two profiles of
Fig. l7 where the MB shows very low values

'10 km
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NrsB3 ] NrsB4
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Fig. | 8. Division of the study area into 20x20km cells used as

basis fbr the calculations of parameters in Table 4. Cells arc

ovcrlain on the geological subunits used in this study (see Fig.
2). MC - Microcline granite Complex, HSB - Hämeenlinna
Schist Belt, MB - Mica gneiss-rnigmatite Belt, TSB Tam-
nere Schist Belt. NTSB - North ol'TSB.
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Table 4. Areal means of densiry (D), volume susceptibility (k), intensity of NMR (M) and total magnetization (J) calculated in2Ox2O

lsn cells (Fig. 18) using the data of this study weighted by the areal-% of main rock types (granitoids, mafic plutonics, sedimentary

rock and volcanic rocks) in each cell. Q-ratio is calculated from areal means of k and M (Q:M/(0.0041xk)). Also included are the

areal means ofmagnetic DGRF-65 anomalies (F), Bouguer anomalies (aGr) and regional Bouguer anomalies (acäc) corrected for
long wavelength for same cells.

Area D kg/m3 k sI.10' M A/m.ld J mA/m Q-ratio FnT aG" mGal aG".r mGal

MCl

MC2
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HSB2
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27 t5
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3ß
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\')

5l
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6l

l0t
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289
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0.33
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0.45

3.4

t.2

6.7

0.37

10.4

3.6

3.2

2.5

3.5

6.2

1.5

13.3

9.6

0.40

0.30

1.3

0.65

0.90

0.77

1.3

o.29

409.2
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23;7

-5 1.5

-21.5
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-zz).)
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2.1
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-13.3

-2.9

-3.7

-2.8

-8.6

-9.4

-l 1.6

-6.9

-8.8

-3.6

-3.8

-3.8

-3.6

-16.9

-15.0

-14. I

-1 1.9

-2t.8

-20.6

-r9.4

-16.6

15.4

16.7

8.5

5.7

14.3
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6.6

10.2

8.5

I 1.4

10.0

13.4

13.8

l1 .9

t2.7

3.8

4.4

4.0

4.9

-0.6

-0.5

-o.7

0.9

I The regional long wavelength trend of first order was calculated using 50x50 km cells and used to subtract the transient mantle

effects from the measured Bouguer anomalies: aG* : aGu+ 18.81+0.0280(x-67a$-0.O6a2$460), where grid coordinates x:
6744 and Y: 460 define the SW corner of the study area.
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of average magnetization with a few higher

peaks due to the occurrence of pyrrhotite-
bearing rocks. The low areal Q-ratios for the

MC, TSB and NTSB show the predominance
of magnetic susceptibility in the magnetiza-
tion (Table 4). This is in agreement with the

predicted occurrence of magnetite and lack of
pyrrhotite in these areas (Table 3). Intensity
of NRM predominates in the magnetization in

the MB, and there are no samples with pre-

dicted magnetite. In its samples bearing both
magnetite and pyrrhotite, the HSB has charac-

teristics intermediate between the MC, TSB
and NTSB on the one hand and the MB on the

other (Table 3).
Magnetic anomalies in the NTSB, TSB, HSB

and MC are partly due to magnetite+hematite-
bearing granitoids (excluding microcline
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granites), mafic plutonic rocks, volcantc
rocks and in the NTSB (HiSB) and the MC
also to magnetite-bearing sedimentary rocks
(Table 3). The strong magnetic anomalies in
the NTSB are probably due to volcanic and

sedimentary rocks like those found in the

HiSB, but also one GGI granitoid and one

high-Ti mafic granitoid exhibit high magnetic
susceptibility. The intermediate to strong
magnetic anomalies in the TSB are due to
VG5-VG7 volcanic rocks, where evidently
the strongest magnetic anomalies occur in the

VG5 rocks. The Upper Volcanic Unit at

Ylöjärvi (Kähkönen 1989) was not sampled in
this study, but the aeromagnetic map shows it
to be strongly magnetic. This is confirmed in
the abundant occurrence of magnetite in this
unit (ibid.). The strong magnetic anomalies in
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Fig. 19. Averages of magnetic DGRF-65 anomalies versus

magnetization (J) in the Tarnpere-Hämeenlinna area calculat-
ed in 20x20 km cells. Refer to Figure I 8 and Table 4.

Fig. 20. The average Bouguer anomalies (upper) and average

long wavelength suppressed (lower) Bouguer anomalies vcr-
sus average bulk densities in the Tampere-Hämeenlinna area

calculated in 20x20 km cells. Ref'er to Figure I 8 and Table 4.
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the HSB are mainly due to tholeiitic group
VG3 volcanic rocks, especially the trachytic
variants, but also some VG5 volcanic rocks
and tholeiitic mafic plutonics show strong
magnetic anomalies. Many of the irregularly
shaped strong magnetic anomalies in the MC
are explained by magnetite-bearing migma-
tites, while the more regular anomalies may
indicate the occurrence of magnetite-bearing
WP-originated plutons.

The strong local anomalies in the MB are

due to the pyrrhotite-bearing black schists and

SG5 sediments. The granitoids, mafic pluton-
ic rocks and volcanic rocks in the area belong
mainly to the paramagnetic population. Al-
though the occurrence of magnetite cannot be

totally excluded, the data of this study indi-
cate that pyrrhotite is the main source of the

strong local magnetic anomalies in the MB. In
addition to the ferrimagnetic samples, some of
the samples belonging to the paramagnetic
population have high values of intensity of
NRM, possibly producing local anomalies.
The magnetization of samples of this study is

plotted on the derived map of Fig. 2b, which
was processed to visualize sharp magnetic
anomalies. On the whole, the correlation be-
tween magnetization of samples and shallow
magnetic anomalies is good; exceptionally
magnetic anomalies are numerous in the
northern part of the MB but only one sample
exhibits high magnetization. The anomalies
are probably due to the abundant occurrence
of pyrrhotite-bearing black schists in the area,

which were not sampled in this study.

DISCUSSION

The bulk density of the different rock types
for the most part is correlated with the abun-
dances of ferromagnesian minerals and K-
feldspar, the first increasing the density and

the latter decreasing it. Within granitoids
there is a trend from the denser hornblende-
dominated mafic samples via biotite-dominat-
ed intermediate samples to felsic K-feldspar-
dominated samples. Normally the amount of
quartz and the albite component in plagioclase
increase towards the felsic samples. The ef-
fect of more anorthite-rich plagioclase or less

K-feldspar in samples of lower K is seen as a

deviation to higher densities. This general
'differentiation' trend holds not only for gran-

itoids but for mafic plutonic rocks and to
some extent also for volcanic rocks of the
study area, though the tholeiitic volcanics
tend to have more iron-rich ferromagnesian
minerals, which increase the density at similar
FeO+MnO+MgO values. The situation for the

sedimentary rocks is more complex due to the

more variable mineralogy. Although the same

general trend is observed, from higher densi-
ties in more mafic samples to lower densities
in felsic samples, the variation is much wider.
The occurrence of muscovite. andalusite. sil-
limanite, garnet and/or sulphides increases
the density relative to biotite-dominated sam-

ples, whereas metamorphic K-feldspar and/or
cordierite lower the density of some

garnet+sillimanite-bearing samples.
As seen in the SG5 group sedimentary

rocks, black schists and mafic plutonics of the
MB, samples that contain pyrrhotite are of
higher density. In general, the magnetite-
bearing volcanic rocks and granitoids of the
ferrimagnetic population are lower in density
than similar rocks of the paramagnetic popu-
lation. This is seen especially clearly in the
tholeiitic VG3 volcanics from the HSB. Our
explanation for the lower density and crystal-
lization of magnetite (see below) in some

volcanics is the more fluid enriched and dif-
ferentiated nature of magmas, which due to
escape of a fluid phase during extrusion more



easily form volcanic breccias and hydrostati-
cally fractured parts of pyroclastic flows. The

lower density for magnetite-bearing samples

is probably due to the more hydrated state of
the minerals: the brecciated and fractured
state, with cavities producing higher porosity;

and the more iron-poor composition of ferro-
magnesian minerals with lower densities.

The magnetic susceptibility, intensity of
NRM and Q-ratio data of the sedimentary
rocks, as also other parameters in Table 3,

show the sedimentary rocks to belong mainly
to the paramagnetic population, and the high-

er susceptibilities are in most cases due to the

presence of pyrrhotite. This points to an over-

all reducing environment, as also seen in the

common occurrence of graphite in these

rocks. The occurrence of both pyrite- and pyr-
rhotite-dominated sedimentary rocks suggests

an irregular conversion of pyrite to pyrrhotite
in the presence of graphite, as proposed by

Peltonen ( 1995) for the Vammala area, locat-

ed in the continuation of the MB area to the

west. The SGI samples are considered to be

of direct arc origin and they are closely asso-

ciated with volcanics. The occurrence of mag-

netite in some samples may be due to direct

derivation from a magnetite-bearing source'

but a metamorphic origin cannot be excluded.

The high-grade migmatites from the MC con-

tain metamorphic magnetite. Lahtinen (1996)

has suggested that, during the metamorphism,

there has been a loss of graphite, some trace

elements and even sulphur producing more

oxidizing conditions which were favourable

for magnetite crystallization.
The volcanic rocks in the MB are either

paramagnetic or contain pyrrhotite. The tho-

leiitic volcanics (VG2-VG3) in the HSB

(Häme group) show both magnetite- and pyr-
rhotite-dominated properties (Table 3). Sam-

ples with inferred magnetite (low Q-ratio) are

often the most differentiated and enriched or

else contaminated variants, which along with
the common pyroclastic nature indicates fluid
enrichment. A similar situation exists in the
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calc-alkaline magnetite-bearing rocks (VG5-
VG6) and thus it seems that the volatile con-

tent of the magma or increase in the amount

of volatiles during differentiation, change in
the chemical composition (e.8. contamina-

tion) or new external water supply (e.g'

ground water) can induce magnetite crystalli-
zation. The situation is complex, however,

since the amount of magnetite that forms can

vary within the same flow or cooling unit'
with the most fluid-enriched part containing
more magnetite. on the other hand, continu-
ous fluid flow and alteration may break down

the magnetite to martite or hematite, as seen

in the low and high susceptibility rock pairs
(p. 28). Subduction-related groups VG3, VG5

and VG6 (Lahtinen l996) show a high propor-

tion of samples with abundant magnetite,

which is in accordance with the water-rich
nature of subduction-related magmas in gen-

eral, producing a calc-alkaline crystallization
trend and magnetite precipitation (see discus-

sion in Lahtinen 1996).

The two mafic plutonics from the NTSB

with highest content of magnetite are strongly
differentiated high-Ti tholeiitic rocks with
abundant K, Ba, Th, La, P andZr. The occur-

rence of magnetite can be attributed to high

water content and oxidizing conditions in
highly evolved mafic magma and/or to the

interaction of mafic with felsic magma pro-

ducing comparable conditions. Similar fea-

tures are noticed in some other magnetite-

bearing mafic plutonics in the study area. The

occurrence of pyrrhotite is responsible for the

elevated susceptibilities in some mafic plu-

tonics in the MB and HSB.

The higher susceptibilities in granitoids are

mainly due to magnetite+hematite since there

are no samples with predicted dominance of
pyrrhotite. Syn-tectonic granitoids (GG I -
GG4) belong mainly to the paramagnetic pop-

ulation and magnetite occurs mainly in gran-

itoids of comingled and hybrid nature. This

suggests an interaction with mafic magmas as

the probable cause of magnetite crystalliza-
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tion in favourable conditions. Magnetite may
also be due to totally resorbed small mafic
magma blobs in the granitoids.

A large proportion of samples in groups
GG5 and GG6 (excluding HSB subgroup) bear
ferrimagnetic susceptibilities (927o and 87 7o,

respectively). The proportion of samples be-
longing to the dominantly ferrimagnetic pop-
ulation is also large (77% and 697o, respec-
tively). Although the magnetic susceptibili-
ties are not very high, there is a prevalent
occurrence of magnetite+hematite. These are
lare- ro post-tectonic (1.88-1.86 Ga) grani-
toids of tholeiitic affinity proposed to have
originated in the melting of crustal rocks (GG5)
and WPB-affinity mafic underplate+crustal
rocks (GG6) (Lahtinen 1996). The iron-rich
nature of the parent magmas is the inferred
cause of the general crystallization of magnet-
ite 1+Ssrnalite) in these rocks. Although the
primary nature of the hematite in these sam-
ples cannot be ruled out, the abundant occur-
rence of martite and hematite in some granites
(e.g. the GG6 granite of pair 6 in Table 2)
suggests that it has more likely originated in
connection with percolating late magmatic
fluids, groundwater intruding during em-
placement or influx of younger fluids. The S-
type microcline granites (GG7) from both the
MB and MC, and the GG8 samples from the
MB and HSB all belong to the paramagnettc
population.

The MC exhibits the highest regional mag-
netization in the study area, especially if we
exclude the microcline granite dominated
northern part of the MC. The occurrence of
magnetite-bearing migmatites explains, at
least in part, the irregularly shaped shallow
anomalies. Some strongly foliated granitoids
also contain magnetite, but it is not known
whether they are of primary or metamorphic
origin. The high total contents of La, P and Sr
in regional till geochemical maps in areas
characterized by aeromagnetic highs could
indicate a high proportion of WP-affinity
rocks in these areas. The high magnetic sus-

ceptibility of the WP-affinity pluton supports
this. The low areal Q-ratio in the MC corre-
lates well with the predominance of magnet-
ite-bearing samples in the ferrimagnetic pop-
ulation, showing that magnetite is the main
cause of the magnetic anomalies.

Although the above-considered features
explain many of the shallow magnetic highs,
the occurrence of a deeply seated magnetic
source is required to explain the strong areal
high. One obvious candidate is mafic rocks,
which would also explain the hidden mass in
the MC. The large volumes of felsic S-type
granites, on the other hand, argue for the pres-
ence of deep-seated restitic rocks. Migmatiza-
tion is normally confined to about 4-5 kbar in
southern Finland (Kilpeläinen et al. 1994,
Väisänen et al. 1994 and references therein)
and a similar or lower emplacement depth is
indicated for the MC granites. The proposed
melting depth is about 6-7 kbar (Lahtinen
1996), so that restite rocks would be at 3 to l0
km depth relative to the present erosion level.
Since metamorphic magnetite occurs in the
MC migmatites, magnetite could also occur in
the restite, and thus the restite could provide
a partial or even an alternative explanation of
the deep magnetic and gravity anomalies.

Judging from the magnetic and gravity
anomalies the HSB is a moderately thick for-
mation, possibly with some deep-seated
sources. The irregularly shaped, strong and
shallow magnetic anomalies are mainly due to
VG3 and VG5 volcanics. but some of them are
due to mafic plutonics. The magnetic anoma-
lies are mainly attributable to magnetite-bear-
ing rocks, but pyrrhotite-bearing rocks make
a significant contribution. This is also seen in
the higher areal Q-ratio in the HSB than the
MC.

The negative regional magnetic anomaly in
the MB is probably due to the thick pile of
mainly paramagnetic sedimentary rocks and
granitoids. The gravity data imply local hid-
den masses probably due to mafic bodies. The
total absence of magnetite in the MB, regard-
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less of rock type, points to an overall reducing

environment. The igneous rocks very often
show a sediment-assimilated nature, as seen

also in the occurrence of graphite in some

samples. Although the occurrence of magnet-

ite in the MB rocks cannot be ruled out, the

data of this study indicate the predominance
of pyrrhotite in producing the local magnetic
anomalies. In other areas, WP-affinity and

hybrid plutonics are the most common mag-
netite-bearing plutonic rocks. While these

types of rocks are not uncommon in the MB,
no magnetite has been found in them. Thus,
the lack of magnetite is most probably due to
the sedimentary pile with abundant occur-
rence of graphite and sulphides producing a

reducing environment that inhibited magnet-

ite crystallization. Although we favour this
explanation of the absence of magnetite, we

note as well the possibility of its breakdown
during metamorphic reactions as proposed by

Ruotoistenmäki (1992). The complexity of the

situation is seen in the Vammala area where

secondary magnetite has been found in some

Ni-bearing mafic plutonic rocks (Peltonen

r 99s)
The TSB can be divided into two parts, of

which the southern part, composed mainly of
sedimentary rocks and paramagnetic grani-
toids, is similar to the MB. The northern part
is characterized by an abundant occurrence of
volcanics, of which the VG5 volcanics and the

Upper Volcanite at Ylöjärvi (not sampled in
this study) are mainly responsible for the

strong anomalies, but also VG6 and VG7
show magnetic features.

The strong and shallow magnetic anomalies
of the NTSB are mainly concentrated in the

HiSB, where all the volcanic samples and two
of four sedimentary samples show the occur-
rence of magnetite. The irregularly shaped

magnetic anomalies are probably due to these

supracrustal rocks. The shallow magnetic
anomalies in other parts of the NTSB might be

due to the concentrations of hybrid comingled
rocks and evolved mafic plutonics. The GG5

and GG6 granitoids show general magnettc

affinity, but their magnetization is normally
rather low. As they are aerially widespread,
however, they could, along with the magnetic
hybrid variants of other granitoids and

evolved mafic plutonics, account in some

degree for the strong regional magnetic high
observed in the NTSB. A strong, deep and

variable magnetic source of felsic nature is

nevertheless also required. The preliminary
data suggest that the GG5 and GG6 granitoids
contain abundant martite+hematite and if this
were due to weathering, concentrating near

the present erosion level, the occurrence of
more magnetized samples (fresh magnetite) in
the deeper part of the crust would be indicated
(see below).

The source of the elevated intensity of
NRM (>50-60 mA/m) in some paramagnetic
samples remains problematic. The occurrence
of a small amount of ferrimagnetic minerals
also in 'paramagnetic' rocks implies, in fact,
that true paramagnetic rocks are rare or lack-
ing, and the NRM may be related to these

minute crystals of ferrimagnetic material. The

equation we propose for the relationship be-

tween chemically estimated paramagnetic sus-

ceptibility and bulk density seems very promis-
ing, allowing the division of density-suscepti-
bility data into paramagnetic (X< Xpp) and fer-
rimagnetic (X>Xpp) samples, and into para-
magnetic, ((X-Xee) < Xpp) and ferrimagnetic
populations ((X-Xpp)>Xpn) (see p. 14). The Xnn

=X^.,+4.1 m'/kg (see eq. in p. 28) and includespd"

957o of the estimated paramagnetic population.
The one major question is the common oc-

currence of martite and hematite together with
magnetite skeletons. Whether this magnetite
breakdown. which in most cases decreases the

magnetization of the rock, is due to synvol-
canic and synplutonic alteration, ground wa-

ter circulation at the emplacement depth or
surface oxidation processes is unclear. If
there is considerable influence from processes

operating at the emplacement depth of intru-
sive rocks or, later, at the present erosion
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level, the average magnetizations will be un-

derestimated and the extrapolation to deeper
levels, at least in part, will be invalid. The
proposed overall reducing environment in the

MB would inhibit the crystallization of mag-
netite in rocks which in other areas would
show a significant amount of samples in fer-
rimagnetic population. If this is true, the fer-
rimagnetic properties of rocks cannot be used

to classify rocks intruding in reducing envi-
ronment.

The results presented above can now be

integrated with the evolutionary model for the

study area proposed by Lahtinen (1996; see

also Lahtinen 1994). Basement-related sedi-
ments (SG3-SG7) are related to the pre-1.91

Ga rifting stage and/or to the l.9l-1.90 Ga

collision in the northeast against the Archaean
craton. Magnetite is lacking in these sedi-
ments, and evidently was lacking even at dep-
osition, since absence of magnetite also char-
acterizes the rocks adjacent to the magnetite-
bearing volcanics in the TSB. Subduction-re-
lated calc-alkaline volcanic rocks in both the

TSB (1.91-1.89 Ga) and HSB (>1.89 Ga)
show abundant magnetite, which at least part-
ly is due to the volatile-rich nature (subduc-

tion component) of the parent magmas. The
tholeiitic linear rift-related VG3 (about 1.89

Ga) volcanics and the Upper Volcanite at

Ylöjärvi (1.89 Ga, Kähkönen 1989) show the

occurrence of both subduction component and

abundant magnetite.
During the late stages of collision, syn-tec-

tonic calc-alkaline granitoids (GG2-GG4 ex-
cluding GG3 Nokia-type, 1.89-1.88 Ga) in-
truded. These are not co-genetic with volcan-
ics and are characterized by mixed origin
(Lahtinen 1996). These are also mainly para-

magnetic rocks, while magnetic variants are

normally confined to rocks that show comin-
gling and hybridization with mainly tholeiitic
mafic magmas (extra input of Fe). One way to
explain the difference between calc-alkaline
volcanics (abundant magnetite) and intrusive
rocks (lacking magnetite) is that magnetite

has been a precipitating phase in magmas

forming calc-alkaline volcanics (lowering
FeO/MgO ratio), and has been confined in the

source residue during the melting of the crus-
tal source forming the crustal component of
these syn-tectonic granitoids (Lahtinen 1996).

Vapour-phase-present conditions prevailed
during the syn-tectonic stage (Lahtinen 1996)

and probably explain the partial conversion of
sedimentary pyrites to pyrrhotite as proposed
by Peltonen (1995). The continuous heating
during magmatic underplating and vapour-
phase-present melting reactions dried the
crust, and during the late- to post-collisional
stage (L88-I.86 Ga) vapour-phase-absent
melting dominated (Lahtinen 1996). Late- to
post-tectonic granites (GG5-GG6) in the NTSB
are characterized by ferrimagnetic minerals
(magnetite+martite), and their high FeO/MgO
ratio means that there could not have been a

large amount of magnetite in the source res-

idue. The abundances of these ferrimagnetic
minerals are low, on the other hand, and these

rocks do not generate strong magnetic anom-
alie s.

The intracrustal collision about 1.86-1.84
Ga ago was followed by the intrusion of large

amounts of minimum melt granites ( I .84-l .8l
Ga) in the MC. Their derivation was preceded

by fluid loss, probably during the earlier
1.89-l .88 Ga event. These granites are para-
magnetic rocks with variable FeO/MgO ra-
tios, which indicate variable FeO/MgO ratios
in the source, crystal differentiation, or vari-
able amounts of magnetite in the source res-
idue. The occurrence of metamorphic magnet-
ite in pelitic migmatites indicates that mag-
netite crystallization in the source residue is
possi ble.

Taken together, the magnetic and gravity
data indicate that the MC is a relatively thick
formation underlain by hidden mass and a

deep magnetic anomaly component probably
related to mafic or restite rocks, or both. The
NTSB, on the other hand, is a rather shallow
formation underlain bv low densitv rocks with
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variable magnetization. Possible explanations

of the deep magnetic source are the occur-
rence of magnetite-bearing siliceous restites

and the occurrence of less oxidized (contain-

ing more magnetite) late- to post-tectonlc
sranites in the middle crust. The MB is con-
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sidered as a collision zone with maximum

shortening (Lahtinen 1996), and this is in

good agreement with our interpretation of the

magnetic and gravity data, indicating a rela-
tively deep continuation for the MB with larg-
er amounts of mafic rocks locally.
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- The correlation between density and

FeO+MnO+MgO is good for the metavolcanic

and plutonic rocks but poorer for the metased-

imentary rocks due to more complex mineral-

ogy.

- Chemical estimations of the paramagnetic

susceptibility together with susceptibility
measurements allow a division of the samples

into paramagnetic (78Vo), and ferrimagnetic
populations (22Vo), where l67o may cause

anomalies higher than 50 nT and 47o higher
than 500 nT for sheet like bodies.

- Chemically estimated ferrimagnetic Q-ra-
tios and sulphur values can be used to classify
the ferrimagnetic samples into pyrrhotite- and

magnetite-dominated populations.

- The mean Q-value (all samples, paramag-

netism neglected) is 2.8 varying from 0.2 to
2.1 f or magnetite-dominated, from 2. I to 7 .1

for mixed and from l5.l to 16.0 for pyrrho-
tite-dominated populations.

- Pure paramagnetic samples are rare or

absent in our sample population; virtually all
paramagnetic samples show a small ferrimag-
netic component (about 2'10-8 mr/kg) explain-
ing the occurrence of NRM and thus the term
paramagnetic population for lower suscepti-
bility population may be misleading.

- Subduction-related volcanics often con-

tain magnetite+martite+hematite, but the cor-

relation tends to be more with the brecciated
and pyroclastic nature of these rocks.

- The magnetite-bearing mafic plutonic
rocks often are highly evolved or contaminat-

ed variants.

- The syn-tectonic ( 1.89-1.88 Ga) grani-

toids are mainly paramagnetic. Most magnet-

ite-bearing variants are rocks that have inter-
acted with tholeiitic mafic magma.

- Late- to post-tectonic granites ( 1.88-1.86
Ga) in the northern part often contain small
amounts of magnetite+martite.

- The magnetization in the Microcline-
granite Complex (MC), Tampere Schist Belt
(TSB) and North of Tampere Schist Belt
(NTSB) is due to magnetite. A reducing envi-
ronment is indicated for the Mica gneiss-

migmatite Belt (MB) and the presence only of
pyrrhotite among ferrimagnetic minerals. Ev-

idently both magnetite and pyrrhotite are

present in the Hämeenlinna Schist Belt
(HSB).

- The high regional anomaly of the magnet-

ic field in the MC (+ 80 nT) and NTSB (+100

nT) relative to the MB (regional anomaly -250

nT) indicates that the MB is a relatively deep

formation. The occurrence of a deep magnetlc
source is indicated for the MC and NTSB, and

the MC is also underlain by hidden excess

mass (mafic rocks and/or restites).

- Although the correlation between petro-
physical and geochemical characteristics of
rocks is not always straightforward the results
of this study demonstrate the utility of petro-

physical-geochemical comparisons in study-
ing the origin of rocks and the processes af-
fecting them, and in evaluating surface and

deep potential field anomalies.
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